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^"Ghe College 'Ghat Cares
for the Soul"
Riches, high position, social prestige, and pohtical influence vie with one
another to gain possession of the young person plunging into the adventure of
life. In spite of these antagonistic influences which lie in ambush for him, the
average youth is optimistic for the future as he ends his high school career and
turns his face towards college.
The average young person naturally steers his course to an institution where
he can have his powers properly curbed and directed. To find a college which
will train his mind and body is not difficult. Any person who is willing to work
and sacrifice a little, can now receive a college education. When one comes to a
finer discrimination, however, and marks the colleges and universities which could
with truth bear the title, "The College that Cares for the Soul," he discovers a
lack of definite spiritual emphasis.
I
Among the colleges which place a premium upon spiritual things, Taylor
ranks as one of the most spiritual. As an institution of higher learning, Taylor
compares very favorably with the average college of her size.
The most important feature of her role, nevertheless, is that Taylor sacri-
fices no good thing on the altars of her spiritual life. The hour of prayer oc-
cupies the tiriie often given to indolence ; the days of revival efliort and times of
meditation for others merely replace the time spent in frivolity in the average
college. Intramural athletics at Taylor give the students a safe and healthful
means of physical development. i
Should a college which is modern in its curriculum, and safe and sane in
every respect, be condemned for teaching and fostering in its halls the very pillars
of belief which have been the Gibraltars on which our civilization has so mar-
velously prospered ? To the contrary, Taylor is more than ever before in the .
cynosure of public approval because of her definite spiritual emphasis. A cross- (,
sectional view of her life on an ordinary day will be sufficient to convince the iLiliiJ
most skeptical person that there is something really worthwhile in Taylor's stand-
ard of spirituality. The joy, the peace, and the contentment which are in evi-
dence in the lives of her students make vivid the fact that Taylor is "The College




ISaylor University and Tier Predecessor
In comparing the Taylor University of today with her predecessor, the Fort
Wavne Methodist Episcopal College, one becomes interested in the very early
history of our Alma Alater. Thus, it is our purpose to give a short sketch of its
early history in order to gain a deeper love for Taylor and a keener appreciation
of her progress through the years.
In the year 1846 the Fort \\'ayne Female College was organized by the
Indiana Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. However, the school
did not remain in this condition of "single blessedness" for many years. In 18?2
it united with the Collegiate Institute of the same place and became the Fort |i ilj
Wayne Methodist Episcopal College, a co-educational college. In 1890 it passed
under the control of the National Association of Local Preachers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, and its name was changed to Taylor University. The college
was named for the first missionary bishop of Africa, one of the greatest mission-
aries of modern times. Bishop William Taylor. After personal visitation and ,,
| .|
examination into the character and work of the university, Bishop Taylor gave it " ' '
his hearty endorsement, prayed for it every day, and assisted it by his influence
and means. It found a place in his great heart because of its spirituality and its
missionary enthusiasm.
Among items of interest in the life of Taylor's predecessor, the organization
of the Philalethean and Thalonian literary societies is of great importance.
The Thalonian Society was organized in 1850 by a group of eight young men.
In 1853 the society was reorganized to include the gentler sex, and since that time
I ! M
the Thalonians have been an outstanding and progressive group.
The Philalethean Society was not organized until the spring of 1878. Its
organization was deemed necessary because of the increase in the enrollment of
the institution. Thus the "Lovers of Truth" began their stable history.
The name of Sammy Morris is so intimately connected with the history of . ;
the institution during this period that this synopsis would not be complete without
mention of him. The black boy with a life dominated by the principle of "Truth
in God" left an influence in the minds and hearts of his classmates and upon the
college as a whole, that never shall be removed. His communion and fellowship
with his "Father" was so intimate and sweet that his life was a veritable benedic-
tion. Thus "He being dead, yet speaketh", and his work is now going on in







\\ hen the spirit of retrospection lays hold of the man of today and he lives
again in his yesterdays, playing with children who are now men and women and
mingling with young people whose faces he sees no more, he seems to be another
person, living a different life; and were it not for the spirit of introspection re-
vealing to him the same personality in both these seeming existences, he might
live in these reminiscent days much as one lives in the character of a hero in
some book that he has read.
Thus it is in recalling the yesterdays of Taylor L'niversity. The people who
controlled her in her childhood days have gone to their reward ; those who were
associated with her in her youth of service are aging, and many faces familiar
in those days are seen no more.
W'e are sometimes tempted to think that the Taylor of today is a different
college ; but the spirit of introspection at once reveals to us the same character
and the same loyalty to Bible truths that stamped the Taylor students of former
years. When we hear the testimonies of the young persons entrusted to us
today, beaming with praise for the blessed truth of Holiness which they have
learned at the Taylor of today, we know that it is indeed the spirit of her yester-
days still growing.
Taylor came to life in Fort Wayne in the year 1890 when the old Fort
Wavne College was transferred to the control of the National Association of
Local Preachers. It was named after Bishop Taylor because he was the only
bishop who rose to that position from the rank of local preacher.
In 1893, the buildings having been sold for debt. Dr. Thaddeus C. Reade,
then its president, started out to find a more quiet spot. As he neared Upland
he felt that the Holy Spirit was leading him to stop there. He obeyed the
direction and made satisfactory arrangements for starting the college again on
the present campus.
Thus from small beginnings, through hard struggles, but with noble purpose,
self-denial, and loyalty to the will of God, has Taylor come through the years.
It is only through the sacrifice of such men as Thaddeus C. Reade, Burt W.
Ayres, John H. Shilling, Monroe \'ayhinger, and John Paul—men who cared
not for monetary rewards of more profitable positions—that we we stand today




A vision not too visionary, a prophecy not too realistic, is what you are to
see and to hear. Michael Angelo could see a perfectly chiseled statue in a block
of rough marble. Beethoven could hear a beautiful sonata in a blind girFs
frugal home. We conclude, then, that where there is an ideal it must first fill
the soul before the mind can create it in the world. And so the Taylor of
tomorrow will be the creation of our ideals as we know them today.
The campus which "drinks" tomorrow's "summer showers" will be a roomy
garden. There will be sweeps of peaceful lawn. Artistically arranged shrub-
bery will guard hidden fountains and delightful nooks and retreats. The stately
oaks and maples will frame the glory of the orchard trees in blossom time and add
their share of artistry to the riot of colors which make the campus of Taylor a
thing of beauty in autumn days. Today we see the buds of promise; tomorrow
will bring the blossoms, one by one.
The morning sunshine smiles upon old Taylor's towers and lightens the
eastern windows at break of day. We may not hope that the selfsame towers will
ever last to stand and catch tomorrow's morning rays. Ikit we may hope that
the old Taylor made newer and greater will have its towers, too, as if to witness
that the builders thought and wished to think of God.
Yesterday is gone and so is yesterday's student body. They were earnest,
humble, consecrated young men and women. We wish to pass their spirit on, as
well as the spirit of Bishop \\illiam Taylor and the beautiful memory of Sammy
Morris. Tomorrow the heritage of the student body will be richer, nobler,
greater. Tomorrow will see a great company of young people taking up the
work as it is left to them.
The world must reckon with her. Taylor is set upon a hill, and "Light and
Faith" cann(_)t he hid ! She has struggled and she will continue to struggle.
Perhaps tomorrow will bring harder battles, but what of that? It also will bring
a way of triumph
!
^^ e shall not find the great-souled teachers of our own today before us in the
chapel of tomorrow. We shall regret it. They have known and have helped to
create lofty ideals. Those who teach and labor for the Taylor of tomorrow will
surely receive the double portion of their spirit.
It is a greater Taylor, made greater by the sculptors and geniuses who see
the dawn beyond the night ; who work toward the highest goal. It is a blessed







Pres., B. W. AyrEs Sec'y, B. R. PoGUE Trci H. C. Miller
The Legal Hundred was organized in September, 1923, at the advice of
President John Paul, who received his suggestion from the Legal Hundred,
created as a legal person to succeed John Wesley- In June, 1924, the Charter
of Taylor LTniversity was revised in order to make over to the Legal Hundred
the custodianship of all the property and business affairs of the institution.
For three college years the Legal Hundred has been functioning admirably
as the parent governing body of the college. There are excellent reasons why
this type of governing board should be successful. The organization is made up
of Christian men and women of the highest type, wholly in sympathy with the
principles and ideals of Taylor University. In addition, these members are
safeguarded in the execution of their duties by a charter that is clear, concise,
and strong, but yet moderate. Taylor believes in "old men for counsel' and so the
members of the Legal Hundred are elected for life. These are some of the
reasons why an organization of this pattern is so well fitted to be the governing
body of a college such as Taylor.
Under the leadership of the Legal Hundred, Taylor University has entered
upon a new era. Several phases of advancement, including the first considerable
unit of endowment, have been made. A building campaign, including 'the
Women's Dormitories and the Fort Wayne Gymnasium, has been launched with




William G. Nixon, D.D. Daniel L. Speicher
William G. Nixon, D.D.
A\'illiam G. Nixon was born near Ovid, Michigan. September 8. 1865. He
died December l.i, 1926, at his home in Detroit, Alichigan.
Dr. Nixon was a member of the Detroit Conference of the Alethodist Epis-
copal Church since 1892. For twenty years he was the president of the camp
meeting at Romeo, Michigan, and for five years he was at the head of the camp
meeting at Eaton Rapids, Michigan. He was a trustee of Chicago Evangelistic
Institute, a trustee of .\sbury College, and for several years he was President of
the Legal Hundred of Taylor University. His passing means the removal of a
man whose influence for good was very great.
Daniel L. Speicher
Daniel L. Speicher, a member of the Legal Hundred of Taylor University,
died December 18, 1926, at his home in L'rljana, Indiana. He was seventy-two
years of age at the time of his death.
As a layman, Mr. Speicher was active in many lines of Christian work. He
was a member and a staunch supporter of the Evangelical Church. He was much
interested in camp meeting work and for many years was the president of the
camp meeting at Alexandria, Indiana. Mr. Speicher did much for Taylor Uni-
























W. A. Saucier, A.M.
Assistant Dean of College
Education
Newton Wrav, A.B., B.D., D.D.
Biblical Literature
Adaline E. Stanley, Ph.D.
Director of Education








George Evans, A.M., D.D.
Registrar
Ancient Languages
H. T. Blodgett, D. Sc.
Biology and Agriculture
John F. Owen, D.D.
Director of Theology














Lulu F. Clixe. A.M.
English




Oli\-e May Draper, A.M.
Physics a)id Matlicniatics




Mary F. Jones, A.M.
Ancient Languages






































Secretary to the President
^^'ELLs V. Bishop
Accountant and Office Manager


























Mrs. John A. Duryea
Stewardess






Substitute 'Geachers and Assistants
Mrs. Saccier AIiss Gaar Mr. Skinner , , .^
Mr. Davies Miss Phillips







i it' !l Student Council
Earl Allen
Emma Bell Lawrence Boyll
John Shilling Samuel Grove
The Student C(>uncil of l'a_\i(ir Uni\-ersity was inaugurated at the beginning
of the 1926-27 college year. The Student Council has no duties in the normal
operation of the college, but is qualified to represent the students' point of view,
and may, at their option, have joint sessions with the President, the Faculty, or
the Board of Trustees.
As the first President of the Student Council the Senior Class chose John
H. Shilling. The Junior class chose Earl Allen as their representative, the
Sophomore class, Lawrence Boyll, and the unclassified students chose Emma
Bell. Samuel Grove was chosen to represent the incoming Freshman class.
The Student Council, though in its infancy and without definite power, ac-
complished three or four definite things during its first year of life. Through
the efforts of the Council, Taylor University became a member of the National
Student Federation of America and sent a delegate to the Ann Arbor Conference.
Expressing the unanimous wish of the student body, the Council obtained a
promise from the Administration to change the date of future Christmas vacations
so that the winter term will not begin until after New Years. Finally, the Coun-









University Park, Oskaloosa, Iowa
"Lovin' Eyes."
Ohio State University, B.Sc.
Thalouian ; Eulogonian : Ministerial Associa-
tion ; Prayer Band ; Holiness League.
"His heart teas as f/reat as the -world, -witli no




Oneanta State Normal, 1920-'22 ; Tavlor Uni-
versity, A.B., 1924-'26.
Philalethean
; Mnanka ; President of the Pray-
er Band: Holiness League; Gem Staff, \926-'27.




Grand Rapids Junior College, 1922-'24 ; Hope
College, A.B., 1924-'26.
Secretary of the Thalonian Literary Society;
Mnanka; Vice-President of the Special Students;
Holiness League.
"Soft is the music that -would charm forever;
The flower of siveetest smell is shy and lo-wly;








Albert C. Eicher President
Xvack, Xew York
Bri-r
Philalethean; President of the Eulognian De-
bating Club, Spring, '27: \olunteer Band: Cos-
mopolitan Club; Class \'ice-Pres.. (2): Class
Pres. (3) (4): Echo StatT (3): Gem Staff (2)
(3) (4): Band (2); Orchestra (4): Interclub
Debater (3): Track (1) (2) (3) (4): Major,
English. Life Work, Missionary to India.
")\iu hear that boy laughing f You think lie's
all fun
:
But flu- anycis lauc/li, too. at the good lie has
done.
Bertha B. Phillips \'ice- President
Upland, Indiana
"Bert"
Philalethean; Mnanka: Graduate, Phidelah
Rice School of E-xpression, Oak Bluffs, Mass.,
'26. Assistant Teacher in Expression Depart-
ment, (3) (4).
Majors, E.xpression and English.
"Our 'Bert' is friendly, and full of eheer,
.\ one in our class aboc'e her:
In exf^ression so perfect, in honor sincere,




T. U. Academy, '22: Assistant Librarian; Phi-
lalethean ; Soangetaha, Volunteer Band ; Assoc-
iate Member, Quill Club.
Major, Mathematics.
R. Ready for fun or frolic.
U. Unselfish in her thought:
T. Truthful to self and others:




Philalethean; President of the Holiness Leag-
ue, Winter '26. Pastor, First Congregational
Church, Portland, Ind., '24-'27.
Chicago Evangelistic Institute, '21-'23.
Major, Bible, Religion.
Life Work, Ministry.
"Certainly it is heaven upon earth to liaz'e a
man's mind niOc'c in charity, rest in providence,









Eulogonian : Philalethean ; Associate Member
of Quill Club: Orchestra: Echo Staff (3) (4).
^Majors, English and Education.
"A veritable parcel of humanity, full of the
finer virtues, and zvrapped about zvitli tlie pleas-
antries of living."
Mrs. Beatrice R. Andrews
Rochester, Xew York
Graduate, Missionary Institute, Xyack, X. Y.
;
Expression Graduate, Genesee Wesleyan Semin-
ary.
Majors, Historj-, Biblical Literature, Religion.
Life Work, Teaching.
"Kind hearts are more than coronets





Graduate, Alissionary Listitute. Xyack, X'. Y.
:
Student, Toronto Tech., Toronto, Canada.
Majors, Biblical Literature, Religion, History.
Life Work, Preaching and Teaching.




Minneapolis School of Art, 1919-'20-'2o ; Duluth
State Teachers' College. 1921-'23: Philalethean:
Holiness League: !Mnanka: Gem Statif, (4).
Majors, Art and Education.
"Her life, one s'u-ect and quiet deep.
In Taylor's life she plays her part
With humble course and dignity,—









Graduate. Taylor U. School of Expression,
'26: Student. Phidelah Rice School of Expres-
sion, '26 ; Assistant Teacher, Expression Depart-
ment (4): Philalethean ; Eureka.
Majors, English and History.
"He frames bis mind to mirtli and merriment,




Taylor U.. B. Mus., '24.
Mnanka ; Philalethean ; Holiness League.
Majors. English and Music.
"Be so true to thyself, as thou be not false to
otiiers, speeially to thy kitli and eountry."—Bacon.
AI ARV Ella Bowie
Chicago. Illinois
Beloit College; Chicago Evangelistic Institute;
University of Chicago.
Philalethean; Holiness League.
Majors, History. Biblical Literature and Theo-
logy.





Thalonian ; Soangetaha ; Volunteer Band; Sec-
retary of Women's Ministerial Association; Holi-
ness League ; Gospel Team Association.
Majors. Biology and Education.
"A woman of taste, a zvoinan demure
;








Bible Course, M. B. C. Granthair, Pa., '21 ;
Academy, M.B.C., '23 ; Millersville Sumir.er Nor-
mal, '24; College, M.B.C., '25-'26.
Philalethean : Prayer Band; Holiness League.
Alajors, English and Education.
Life Work, Foreign Missionary.
"Sti'cct arc the thoughts that savor of content:




Epworth Institute, St. Louis, '06-'08 ; Fong In
Hok Haan, Canton, China, '19; Supt., Navajo
Indian School, Farmington, New Mexico, '08-
'11; Supt., Chan Ts'uen Girls' School, S. China,
'24; Minister, Society of Friends.
Thalonian ; Mnanka ; Volunteer Band ; Wom-




"A 'cvonian of faith. :eal and al^ility."
Garry Browne
L'pland, Indiana
Philalethean; Eureka; Ministerial Association;
T.U. Orchestra ; Novelty Six Orchestra : Trom-
bone Quartette.
Major, History.




President of the Philalethean Literary Society,
Winter, '27; President of Soangetaha Debating
Club, Spring, '27 ; Holiness League.
Majors, English and Education.
Life Work, Missionary.
"Cheerful, gay, and tender.





^'ice-President of AInanka Debating Club,
Winter, '21 : Philalethean : Prayer Band : HoH-
iiess League.
Major, Expression.





Thalonian : Eureka : Holiness League : Prayer
Band: Associate Member of Quill Club.
Major, History.
Life Work. Christian Service.
"Tliiis, in uncertain radiance. Genius glazes




_Secretary, Soangetaha Debating Club, W inter,
'25
; Vice-President, Soangetaha Debating Club,
Spring, '25: President, Soangetaha Debating
Club, Fall, '26: Literclub Debater, Spring, '25:
Litercollegiate Debater, (3) (4) : Vice-Pres.,
Thalonian Literarv Society, Spring, '27; Gem
Staff (4).
Alajors. English, Philosophy, Piano.
"Slie has a head to contrive, a tongue to per-
suade, and a hand to e.recute any mischief."
Leonardo J. Dlaz
Callao, Peru, South America
"D. Z."
Thalonian : Eureka ; Cosmopolitan Club.
Major, Biology.
Life \\'ork. Educator.
"Xonscnse and fun Zi'ill oft prevail,










President. Mnanka Debating Club, Winter,
'27: Echo Staff, (3) (4); Phifalethean ; Holiness
League.
Majors, Latin, Education.
"She smiles and smiles and ever smiles;




Thalonian ; Soangetaha ; Intercollegiate De-
bater (4).
Majors, History, English.
"Her logie sieays the minds of men.




Gem Staff (1) (2): Holiness League; Presi-
dent Eulogonian Debating Club, Winter, '27 ;
President, Alinisterial Association, (3).
Major, History.
Life Work, Ministry.




Philalethean ; Eureka ; Holiness League : Stu-
dent Pastor.
Major, Bible and Theology.
Life Work, ]\Iinistry.
"Friend to truth, of soul sincere.






Philalethean : Mnanka ; Holiness League;
lalethean Basketball Team (1), Captain (2)
I^Iajors, Latin and Historj-.
Phi
"Dimplis ill her cheeks and chin.
Gently siniliny dark bro'ivn eyes.
Courteous, friendly, has a heart
That's warmer than the summer skies.'
Hazel C. Lewis
Ithaca, Michigan
Anderson Seminary, Anderson, Ind.
Philalethean ; Mnanka ; Volunteer Band ; Holi-
ness League : Women's Ministerial Association.
Majors, English and Religion.
"/ fear no foe, I fazvn no friend:
I loath not life, nor dread my end."
LVNN S. MOSSER
Perkasie, PennsUvania
Pres., Thalonian Literary Society, Fall, '26
:
Eureka: Holiness League; Thalonian Baseball
Team (1) (2) (3) (4)"; Intercollegiate Debater
(1) (2) (.5) (4) ; Gem Staff (2) (4).
Major, History and Social Science.
Life Work, Ministry.
"High endeavor, attracti'i'e fersonality, and real
talent liave zcon for Lynn an enz'iable position in
Taylor's scholastic and social circles."
Anna 'SI. Niesley
Mackeyville, Pennsylvania
M.B.C., Academy, '23; Attended Lock Haven
State Normal, Summer of '23 ; M. B. College,
'24-'26.
Philalethean ; Prayer Band ; Holiness League.
Major, Education.
Life Purpose, Christian Service.
"Quietude is greater than the blare of brazen











Class President ( 1 ) ; President, Holiness Leag-
ue, Winter, '25 : President, Gospel Team Assoc-
iation, '26; President, Eulogonian Debating Club,
Fall, '26; Vice-President. Thalonian Literary So-
ciety (3); Intercollegiate Debater, (1) (4); In-
tercollegiate Orator, (1) ; Intersocietv Orator,
(2); Tennis, (2); Basketball, (1); Bas'eball. (1)
(2) (3) ; Gem Staff, Business Manager (4).
Majors, English and History.
Life Work. Ministry.
"A man of purpose, poi^'cr, mid persuasion."
Gr-\ce Olson
Cleveland. Ohio
Philalethean ; President, Mnanka Debating
Club, Spring. 'Z7 : President, Won:en's Minister-
ial Association, (4) ; President. .Associate Quill
Club. (4); Holiness League; Echo Staff. (3);
Gem Staff, (4).
Majors, Historv and English.
"Her place in life to fill, fu'l zeell she kuoies.
A friend to others daily dearer groifs.
And 'suageth 'cuell the sting of earthly zvocs."
Marjorie OsnoRN




"Her part has not been zcords, but deeds."
Cora Leon a Kaiil
Upland. Indiana
Attended Ohio Wesleyan ; Alissionary to China.
1912-'17; Taylor University Scholarship. '19;
Winner Inter-Society Essay Contest, '19; Served
in China, '19-'2j
; Attended University of Michi-
gan, Summer, '26; President Soangetahas, Win-
ter, '27; President, \'olunteer Band, '26-'27.
Majors, Education and English.
"God sends his teacliers unto ez'erv age,










Class Business Manager, (1) : Class Treasurer,
(3): Echo Staff. (3); Vice-President, Athletic
Association, (2) ; Vice-President, Philalethean
Literary Society, Winter, '26 ; Eureka Debating
Club, Secretary, Winter and Spring, '24: Treas-
urer. Spring. '25 ; President, Fall, '26. Typewrit-
ing Instructor, '23-'26.
Major, History and Social Science.
"Though he he small, yd i/reat's his f'art;




Philalethean; Mnanka : Intercollegiate Debater,
(1) (2).
Majors, Music and English.
"Large in the ivays that count.




Philalethean Track Team, (1) (2) (4); Phil-
alethean Basketball Team (1) (2) (3) (4); Eu-
reka Basketball Team. (1) (2) (3) ; Eureka and
Philalethean Baseball Teams, (1) (2) (4).
Alajor. Chemistry.
"Athletics was his hobby—
Esfecially basketball
;
lUtt 'lis in the field of science




Editor. Echo. (4) ; President. Student Council,
(4); President, Athletic Association, (3); Presi-
dent, Philalethean Literary Society, Winter, '25.
Fall. '26; President, Eulogonian Debating Club,
Fall. '26; Intercollegiate Debater, (3); Captain,
Philalethean Basketball Team, (4); Associate
Editor, Gem, (3). .= .,..
Major, Mathematics. "'--. .











Attended Ball Teachers' College, Summer, '26.
Philalethean ; Mnanka : Holiness League.
Majors, English, Education, History and So-
cial Science.
"Eyes too expressive hron'ii to be,
Too lovely to be gray:
Hair too dark to be light,




State Normal School, Clarion, Pa,
Prayer Band : Holiness League ; Thalonian.
Major, Biblical Literature and Religion.





Graduate Sherwood School of Alusic, Chica-
go, '23. Graduate Taylor University School of
Music, '26.
Eulogonian ; President, Thalonian Literary So-
ciety, Spring, '27 ; President, Alichigan Group, '25.
Majors, English and Mathematics.




Philalethean ; President, Eureka Debating
Club, Spring, '27 ; President, Volunteer Band,
Fall, '26 ; President, Holiness League, Winter,
'27; First President of the jMichigan Group,
(1); Vice-President, Indiana Student Volunteer
Union, '25 -'26.
Major, Pre-Medical Work.
"Great will he thy pow'r an great thy fame;









Philalethean ; Soangetaha ; ^'olunteer Band :
Holiness League.
ilajors, History, Biblical Literature and Relig-
ion.
Life Work, Foreign Missionary.
"Who finds not providence all good and wise.




Grand Rapids Junior College, '21-'22.
Philalethean; President. Eureka Debating Club,
Winter, '26: Interclub Debater, (2) (4); Liter-
collegiate Debater, (2) (3) (4); Managing Edi-
tor of Echo, (4).
^Majors. History and English.
"Tlic po'i^'crs of all subdued by thee alone.









"Hercules. tJiy poz^'ers are meet for the e.recu-
tion of ini</hty deeds."
D(.ix.A.LD H. Wing
"Chuiiiy
Class President. (3) : President. Philethean
Literary Society, Fall, '26 ; President, Eulogonian
Debating Club, Fall. '24; President, Athletic .As-
sociation, (2) ; Gem Staff, (3) ; Echo Stall, (4) ;
Intercollegiate Debater, (3); Interclub Debater,
(4); Philalethean Basketball Team (1) (2) (3)
(4).; Philalethean Tennis, (.3).
jMajor, Alathematics.
"His industry, liis courage, and his ::eal




Stony Brook, Xew York
Thaloiiian Track Team. (1) (2) (3) (4): Eu-
reka.
Major. Mathematics and Science.
Life Work, liledical Missionary to Africa.
"A merry laugli. a zcliistic like a bird.
And troubles hang tlieir heads and snealc
away.
O may that sound, in Afric's darkness lieard.
Herald the day."
R.vcHEL A. York
East Islip. Long Island, X'ew York
"Rae"
Manager. Philalethean Girls' Basketball Team.
(3); Mnanka : Holiness League.
Majors. English, History, Education.
"Her presence is as the S'eeet bi'eatli of a sum-
mer's dav."
Professor Barton Rees Pogue
Class Adviser
"The kind of a man for nie and you!
Hozv little of worth ?c'i- do
He credits full, and abides in trust
That time ccill teach us Jio'u' more is just."
—Riley.
Mrs. Edith (Collins) Davison
Matthews, Indiana
Holiness League : Volunteer Band : Soangeta-
ha : Thalonian : Interclub Debater. '23; Intercol-
legiate Debater, '24.
Major, English.
"Her earnest, quiet, unassuming manner be-










A 5Histot'y of the Senior Class
"Ship of '27", all aboard! In the fall of 1923 the class ship set out on her
venturesome vovage with Harold Ockenga at the helm. At the very outset of
the voyage the passengers and the crew were noted for their enthusiasm, and
their lovalty to the standards and ideals of Taylor.
The Sophomore year was marked at the outset by a dee]3 desire to contribute
to the life of the college in a definite way. Since the class had become noted dur-
ing its Freshman year for the outstanding talent of some of its members, it gave
a program in the spring term featuring Ada Rupp, Eiertha Phillips, Alary Bonner,
—composer of one of the prize winning tunes for the Taylor Hymn.—Alelvin
Reed, and Howard Skinner. At the end of this year, under the guiding hand of
Leon Manning, the ship came into "port" vidth flying colors.
The Junior year was particularly characterized by a great deal of enthusiasm.
Dr. Glasier was chosen as class adviser and he served faithfully in that capacity
while he was a member of the faculty. Albert Eicher guided the course of the
class, and special stress was placed on the weekly prayer meetings, as well as
the regular class activities. The Junior breakfa.st, the presentation of the "Mod-
ern Arabian Xights", and the Junior-Senior Reception constituted the outstanding
events of the year.
As the Class of '27 started on the last part of its voyage "Captain" Eicher
was again at the helm and every Senior was in excellent spirits. Professor Barton
Rees Pogue was chosen as the class adviser, and to him the class owes a debt of
gratitude for his assistance and his judicious counsel. The class ranks were
enlarged by the addition of eight new students whom the old members greeted
warmly and heartily initiated into the responsibilities "on board ship".
During its Senior year the Class of '27 held weekly class meetings combined
with a .social hour, as well as its weekly prayer meetings. Many happy and
precious memories are connected with these weekly meetings.
The Senior class play, "The Taming of the Shrew," presented April 22 and
2i, was an unusual success. Professor Pogue, Bertha Phillips, and Harold Beane
took the leading parts.
"Coming L)ut Day" began a definite epoch in the history of the class during
its last year at Taylor. The Senior breakfast, the Junior-Senior Reception and,
finally. Baccalaureate Sunday and Commencement Day marked the close of
"27's" college days in Taylor's memorable halls.
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A Prophecy of the Senior Class
The huge ball of cr3'stal glowed with a mysterious radiance. Fascinated. I
gazed into its mystic depths, and there before my eyes, pictures formed and
melted away to be replaced by others. The soft voice of the Hindu magician
murmuring his interpretations in my ear seemed a part of the incense-laden
silence that filled the old temple. I have briefly recorded the meaning of that
which I saw as accurately as I can recall it from that dream of reality.
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Manuel Alojado was the poet laureate of
the Philippine Islands.
Dagmar Armstrong: was a famous
scape artist, employed exclusively l>y
lor University.
Harold Beane was the founder and super-
intendent of a home for disappointed actors
in Upland. Indiana.
Mary Ella Bowie was teaching Greek at
Chicago University.
Ethel Boyer had founded a new simplified
International Law Code.
Elma Buchanan served as a medical mis-
sionary in Java.
Hazel Chamberlain became a prominent
society leader in Jonesboro.
Margaret Coghlan was a student of social
conditions in Switzerland.
Mrs. Edith Davison was President of the
Indiana .association of Pastors' Wives.
Leonardo Diaz was enjoying great popu-
larity as the President of a South American
republic.
Ruth Di'aper was the executive head of
a large denartment store in Jamestown. New
York.
Albert Eicher was a humorous lecturer and
cartoonist on the International College Ly-
ceum Course.
Merrettee Hessenauer was coaching inter-
collegiate Debaters in the L^niversity of
Nanking in China.
Ralph Hunt was the proprietor of an elite
barber shop in the Hawaiian Islands.
Marjorie Osborn had just completed a re-
vised textbook for Teacher's English Gram-
mar.
Garry Browne was the State Superintend-
ent of Schools in Indiana.
Hazel Lewis was teaching English in Luck-
now College, China.
Bertha Phillips was the author of a scien-
tific treatise on College Seniors, their Spe-
cies. Characteristics and Habits.
Harold Ockenga had successfully passed
the efficiency tests and was a bell boy in
the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
Lynn Mosser had achieved brilliant suc-
cess as a writer on Anti-Feminism in
America.
Bessie Brown served as an evangelist in
South China.
Travis Purdy was engaged in botanical re-
search in the Fields.
Cora Rahe was superintendent of the Mis-
sion Schools of the Methodist Conference in
Northern China.
Orlo Rupp had won the world's champion-
ship in basketball.
Ada Rupp was a soloist in the Calvary
Baptist Church. New York City.
Norman Rose was the radio announcer of
station WEAK. New Y^ork City.
John Shilling owned and edited a leading
Chicago Daily.
Harriet Shoemaker was the proprietor of
the Rosemary Beauty Shoppe. Fifth Avenue,
Gas City. Indiana.
Alma Silzle was teaching in the mountains
of Kentucky.
Clair Snell was a teacher in the Leland
Powers School of Expression.
Olive Speicher was a missions teacher in
Africa.
Marcius Taber had published a new un-
abridged dictionary.
Claire L^nderhill was an economic invest-
ment to the fire department in Michigan
because of his ability to remove furniture
from the second floor of buildings.
Donald W'ing was the football coach at
Harvard, and his team had never known
defeat.
Rachel York was the Dean of Women in
Taylor I'niversity.
Leon Y'ork was living a life of joy at An-
derson. Indiana.
Mfes Brennaman. Miss Niesley. Miss O'.son.
and Miss Kletzing. the Taylor Quartette,
were touring the country under the manage-
ment of Miss Mary Bonner.
Evelyn Duryea was the very popular host-
ess of a sorority in Vassar College.
David Clench was widely known as Cana-
da's most popular poet and song writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews were at the head
of the Department for the preservation of
Natural Scenery in New Y'ork State.
Howard Skinner and Maurice Jones were
touring Europe as representatives of thf






Commencement at Taylor University is the crowning event of the college
year. It is an event toward which the faculty, the students, and the friends of
the college look forward with pleasure and anticipation from the beginning of
the fall term. The commencement season epitomizes all the activities of the
institution—religious, social, athletic, and scholastic. Thus the visitors who at-
tend commencement have an adequate opportunity to see Taylor as she is.
For the first week during this climactic period, special emphasis is placed
upon religious uplift. Famous evangelists conduct the services and those for-
tunate enough to attend them receive definite spiritual assistance and edification.
The afternoons during this period are usually left open for various student and
college activities such as tennis tournaments, orchestra and band concerts, and
social hours. The Sunday which immediately precedes Graduation Day is
Baccalaureate Sunday, a day of rare inspiration and blessing.
The artistic and scholastic features of the commencement program usually
take place during the last three days. It is then that Taylor faculty members
and students have a chance to show their friends the kind of work they are doing.
Literarv societv contests in expression, vocal and instrumental music, oratory,
and essay writing hold the center of the stage. Another big event in this very
last portion of the season is Taylor Day with the Alumni Banquet. Graduation
Day is reserved for the awarding of prizes, the presentation of diplomas, and
the deli^•ery of the customary commencement address.
As the Gem goes to press the 1927 commencement bids fair to be one of
the greatest commencements in the history of Taylor. Rev. and ]Mrs. John
Thomas, who have won warm places in the hearts of Taylor audiences, have
been secured for the early-morning and early-evening services. Dr. AMlliam H.
Hufif and Rev. T. M. Anderson, both famous evangelists, are scheduled to
ci nduct the evangelistic sessions of the commencement season. The music,
—
a very essential part of every commencement.—is to be conducted by Professor
Kenneth Wells, head of the \'oice Department of Taylor University. Those in
charge of the commencement program have secured Dr. Henry Clay Morrison,
famous orator and President Emeritus of Asbury College, as the speaker for
Graduation Day. With such persons as these on the program, the 1927 com-
mencement cannot help but be the capstone event of the entire college year.
As the years come and go, the commencements at Taylor furnish outstanding







































The Junior Class has been fortunate to have
Frances Thomas for its president. Her slogan
has been, "Everyone a Worker." The proper ap-
plication of this slogan has placed the Junior
Class "on the map" this year. Miss Thomas has
a genial smile and a word of encouragement for
all. Her pleasant personality makes the individ-
ual classman rally to her leadership.
Earl Allen A'ice-Pre-sident
Wittenberg, Wisconsin
It has been said, "li one desires to get an
active man out of the way, make him vice-presi-
dent." This rule, however, cannot be applied to
l-'arl .\llen, Junior \'ice-President. He has e.xe-
cnted more than the ordinary number of class
duties with an ease and earnestness that is com-
mendable.
Si II' in A I '.ALL Secretary
Theresa, New York
The Junior Class has had many meetings dur-
ing the year. Sophia Ball has been very efficient
in the preservation of the records of these meet-
ings. She has faithfully attended the class meet-
ings and much credit is due her for the way in
which she has served as the class scribe.
Ruuv 1!kel.\nd Treasurer
Crystal Springs, Alississippi
Xo organization can exist long without funds
in its treasury. Miss Breland has ably collected
and disbursed the funds of the Junior Class.
Her winning ways and her persuasive manner
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Page Sixry-three
Officers of the Sophomore Class
I 'iic-l 'i-csiilcnt. WiLsox Paul ^rt'.v
—
Martha LixDshV
Prcs.—Lawrexce Boyll Trccis.—Harold Pailthorp
DEAR SILAS ;—
Perhaps you would be interested to know about our class officers this year.
We feel that we have done remarkably well in the selection of the Sophomore
officers.
Vou remember how well Lawrence Boyll guided us to the end of a successful
Freshman year, after Walter Hopkins left our ranks. Well, we elected Law-
rence president again this year. He also represents us on the Student Council.
Li the selection of Wilson Paul for vice-president, we selected a man who
is well fitted to help Lawrence in his executive work.
Martha Lindsey is serving in the capacity of secretary in a very commendable
manner.
Can you ever forget Harold Pailthrop as "Philo" treasurer when we were
Freshmen? Harold uses all the tricks he learned last year to extract our Sopho-
more dues.
Anna Stewart is our chaplain, and she is just as faithful as James LHilinger
was last year.
Morris Baldwin has risen from the ranks to become sergeant-at-arms.
. Sincerely, Soph O'More
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Sophomore Class
In the fall of 1926 Taylor again welcomed the Class of '29. Although the
class did not return with as large a membership as that of the preceding year,
yet it still retained its real Christian spirit which it had developed during its
Freshman year. There were, however, a few new students who joined the ranks
of the Sophomores and there soon proved themselves to be real fellow Christians,
upholding the standards of Taylor as well as those of the class.
During the year the Sophomore Class held its usual prayer meeting on
Tuesday morning of each week for the purpose of uplifting and strengthening
the spiritual lives of its members. Anyone who attended one of these meetings
can testify to great spiritual blessing.
Inasmuch as practically every member of the class is a true follower of
Christ, it is his desire to promote Christian fellowship. \\'ith Christ as its guide,
the Class of '29 is pressing forward, preparing itself for better service for Him
in this world. The '"ship" of this class which set sail in 1925, is one more league















As each year a new Freshman Class gathers, it must first of all choose of-
ficers to direct the activities, before it can become a unit of the life at Taylor.
The future success of the class depends upon the wisdom of this choice, and yet
it is difficult to tell so early who will prove to be capable leaders. In this respect
the present Freshman class was fortunate, for there were two students among
its number who already had some contact with life at Taylor, and so were well
able to lead the rest of the class. These were \^'endell Owen, who was elected
president, and Elsa Buchanan, who was made vice-president.
Mr. Owen did not fail the class in its choice, as he has directed the class
well in its activities of this year. }tliss Buchanan has also proved herself to be
a most efficient officer. Edna Chambers was elected class secretary, and Ken-
neth Hoover has served as treasurer. Both of these officers have been loval
in their work for the class. Mr. Hoover, especially, has had occasion to show
his diligence.
The Freshman class feels that it owes the success of its first year at Tavlor






On September 2ci, 1926, registration closed and a new group was enrolled
at Tavlor—the Freshman Class of '27, the Senior Class of '30. From thirteen
states in the Union, and from China, Guatemala, Canada, and Porto Rico, they
came—all attracted by the ideals of Taylor University.
On October 12 the class organized and the following officers were elected:
Wendell r)wen, president ; Elsa Buchanan, vice-president ; Edna Chambers, sec-
retary; and Kenneth Hoover, treasurer. A little later the class decided upon
Rose and Gray for the colors, the pink carnation for the flower, and "E.xcelsior"
for the class motto.
The class purposes to apply the motto to at least three realms of activity
—
the spiritual, mental, and social. The prayer meetings are held every Thursday
morning, and it is the desire and ambition of the class for its members to grow
upward until they become not only leaders in Taylor, but have something to give
the world when college days are over. Determination is also present to excel
in studies and to obtain benefit from the courses taken. .\nd lastly, every member
wishes to be a factor in the social life, as is attested by the fact that each Fresh-
man is a loyal Philalethean or Thalonian, and that most members of the class
support a debating club.
The Freshman Class appreciates the kindness and friendship that the upper
classmen have extended to them, and intend to be worthy of their trust by main-
taining the ideals of their predecessors.
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Jn ii^mnnam
LaVerx Melvix Bachtell Edward Allex Axdersox
LaA'ern Melvin Bachtell
La\'ern ]\Ielvin Bachtell was born in Waterloo, Iowa, November 7, 1907.
He graduated from the East Waterloo High School in 1926, coming to Taylor
in the fall of the same year. He died December 28, 1926, at LaPorte, Indiana,
in ail automobile accident.
]Mr. Bachtell was born into the kingdom of God in November, 1920. He
early received his call into the ministry and came to Taylor to prepare himself
for this life of service. He was a member of the Gospel Team Association and
often conducted services under its au.spices. l\lr. Bachtell was a member of the
Thalonian Literary Society and the Eureka Debating Club. All the members of
the Taylor family mourn the loss of this young man.
Edward Allen Anderson
Edward Allen Anderson was born near Belgrade, Minnesota, June 19, 1903.
In 1923 he graduated as an honor student from the East \\'aterloo High School.
He died January 4, 1927, at LaPorte, Indiana, just a week after the death of his
chum, 'Sir. Bachtell. They were the victims of the same accident.
When Mr. Anderson came to Taylor in the fall of 1926, he became a member
of the Thalonian Literary Society and the Eureka Debating Club. He played on
the Eureka basketball team and was captain of the Thalonian team.
Mr. Anderson was preparing for the ministrj^. His influence among the
Taylor students was marked by his deep sincerity. His death deprived Taylor
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The Student Council at Ta3'lor sponsors the election of officers for the
Freshman Class and the Special Students. John Shilling, President of the
Student Council, called the unclassified students together last September, and
the students of this group became established on the same basis as the regular
classes of the college.
The Special Students include sub-freshmen, graduate students, and several
persons who are taking work in the School of ]\Iusic.
It is a decided advantage for the students who would otherwise be un-
classified, to be grouped together under this common caption. By having the
privilege of an organization, they have the power that they need to take charge
of their common interests. As an orgnization they have a respresentative on the
Student Council. This year Emma Bell, the representative of the Special
Students, was the Secretary of the Student Council.
As a composite organization, the Special Students of 1927 have been typical
students of Taylor University. It is truly remarkable how the sub-freshmen
have fellowshipped with graduate students. In all their associations they seem
to have had a great unifying bond that has made an ideal state of comradeship.
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The meeting of the HoHness League every Friday evening is a fitting chmax
to the work of the week. The League is a student organization founded in the
early years of Taylor's history. The purpose for its creation was to inspire and
teach followers of Jesus Christ to enter into their full inheritance of Christ's
abounding grace and power, and to walk worthy of the Lord in all manner of
living. The organization was named the "Holiness League" in sympathy with
the teaching of John AA'esley in which he set forth sanctification of heart and
holiness of character as the goal of Christian experience.
The activities of the League find expression in the weekly instructive and
inspirational services. There is an opportunity given for prayer and testimony.
Special music is a feature of the service, and a short message usually follows.
Besides the main activities of the Holiness League, there are others in
which the organization takes a part. During the present year, for instance, the
League has raised one hundred fifty dollars for Philippine missions.
The Holiness League will always have its own peculiar place in the college
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Prcs., Cora Rahe I'icc-Prcs.. Robert Clark Sccv, Mildred Sliter
Ever since the morning of Christ's resurrection, the words that the Master
sounded forth
—"Go tell my brethren"—have been directed to the heart of
everyone who has accepted his vmiversal invitation to receive pardon and spiritual
life. Whether ''my brethren" are of the tribes that dwell in the jungles of Africa
or are the zealous Nationalists in the great cities of seething China, or are the
self-satisfied materialists of America, every true follower of Jesus Christ will
have the "go tell' spirit.
Taylor University has heeded the Great Commission, She was founded
upon missionary principles. The man whose name she bears, Bishop Taylor,
was one of the greatest missionaries the world has known since the time of the
Apostle Paul. From the beginning Taylor has been characterized by her mis-
sionary spirit.
The students responded to this call of the Master, and in February, 1901,
they organized the Student Volunteer Band with five members. Today the
membership roll bears the names of forty members, and former students of
Taylor University are located in various parts of the world, ministering to the
needs of the hungry multitudes. Of the students who studied at Taylor between
1908 and 1921, as many as seventy-five have gone to serve in foreign lands.












In the world today there is no broader field of service than the ministry of
praver. It is a field in which workers are needed everywhere and it is a vocation
in which each one of us can share in active service for our Master, for there is
always room for prayer.
It is only through fervent prayer that God's children can gain the victory,
for there is no weapon half so mighty as the word of intercessory prayer when
linked with God's Holy \\'ord. If we Christian people expect great things from
God we must consistently resort to the old-fashioned method of prayer.
A group of students, realizing the value of prayer, met together in 1889 to
form an organization which would devote itself solely to the deeper life—the
life of prayer. According to the constitution, "the object of the Prayer Band
is to spread scriptural holiness among the students and others who may desire
to live a holy life." Since then, every Tuesday evening the members of the
Prayer Band and their friends have met together to pray. Today the Prayer
Band is one of the great religious organizations at Taylor. Requests for prayer
are being sent in from all over the world and God is hearing and answering prayer




President. Grace Olson Secretary. Ethel Dover
In the past few years the ministry,—the place that has been closed to women
so long, has been opening. God has been putting the call to preach upon the
young women in the colleges. j\n evidence of this tact has been found at Taylor
where there has been a growig interest in this work in the past two years.
Last year there was (/mlv a small group of girls interested in preaching, but
this year this number has grown until it has become a real factor in the life of the
college. The organization chose as its name the Greek words for "Bearers of
Good Tidings," but on the campus it has become known as the "Women's Minis-
terial Association" to distinguish it from the men's group. The real sponsor of
this work among the women has been Miss M. Madeline Southard, president of
the International Association of \\'omen Preachers. Miss Southard is also a
member of the Taylor faculty.
IMeetings of the organization have been held twice a month on Wednesday
evenings. At these ser\ices talks have been given by various women preachers
and the lives of outstanding women preachers of the past have been studied.
This organization is new at Taylor, but it has already proved to be of
inspiration to the women interested in preaching as a definite life work. In the
future it intends to send forth many women who will tell to the world the mar-











"He that winneth souls is wise." Important as the other great and varied
activities of an all-round minister may be, his supreme work is the saving of
souls. There is no more glorious and Christ-like labor in human life. The
Men's Ministerial Association seeks to keep this very vital fact paramount in the
hearts of its members. Since the work of the minister is so important, and the
salvation and nurture of souls constitutes his supreme task, there is nothing in all
the range of human influence that requires more wisdom, tact and versatility;
and it is these God-given qualities which the Association endeavors to help its
members to develop in order that they may better perform the duties and bear
the responsibilities of their high calling.
The following hymn, which the Association has adopted as its own, well
expresses the conviction of each member
:
I II
A charge to keep I have, To scrz'e the present age,
A God to glorify; My caUing to fulfill—
A never dying soul to save, Oh. may It all my pozvers engage.





I'icc-Prcs., C. A. Douglas
Scc'y, Ona Ingerson
Treas., James Uhlinger
An interesting and helpful feature of student life at Taylor is the opportu-
nity to put into practice the facts which one learns and to exercise in a practical
way the religion he professes. This aspect of extra-curricular activities is under
the direction of a committee from the student body, with officers elected by the
group and an adviser selected from the faculty.
Under the leadership of William Hawkes as president, and Dr. John F. Owen
as faculty adviser, teams have been sent to many churches in the surrounding
territory in Indiana, and, during the Christmas holidays and spring recess, teams
were sent to several churches in ^Michigan, Ohio, and Illinois.
Many young preachers, evangelistic singers, and personal workers have
gained valuable experience through co-operating with the Gospel Team Associa-
tion in filling the demands which come in for Spirit-filled workers in revival
campaigns and special meetings. There is not a definite list kept of those who
have sciught salvation or sanctification in meetings carried on by teams sent
out by the organization, but many have been definitely edified, not only among
those ministered to, but also among those who ministered. This has been a pro-












The Thalonian Literary Societ}', the older of the two Hterary societies, was
founded seventy-seven years ago, and was named after a scholar famous because
of his achievements in philosophy and science. In the year 1926-'27 it has lived
up to the motto originated by its Greek namesake, Thales. "Know Thyself," it
has said to every loyal wearer of the Orange and Black. Ever present in its
midst has been that indescribable something which is called the "Thalonian Spirit",
intangible, yet always undeniably real.
The society has endeavored to develop its members along many lines of
activity. It has brought to light and presented new literary and musical talent.
It has encouraged a happy, whole-hearted participation in athletics. It has
sponsored a spirit of fair play and good sportsmanship among its members,—
"Thalos game to win or lose."
The society has acquitted itself nobly in the spring inter-society contests, be-
ing well represented in piano, voice, essay-writing, reading, and oratory.
A fine spirit of comradeship and co-operation has been created by the weekly
"pep" meetings. The music furnished b)' Mr. Skinner's orchestra and the fun
of blending their voices in hearty cheers are memories that will linger long in













"Blue and White", "Lovers of Truth". "Join the Philos" ! This was a maze
to the new students entering Taylor last fall. I'.ut when they awakened one
morning to find the campus streaming with blue and white colors and heard. "It's
Philo Day", they soon understood its significance. They came to know the
Philalethean Literary Society, with its spirited morale and its worthy traditions.
The year has been marked by joyous triumphs, cherished comradeship, and
memories never to he forgotten by the "Lovers of Truth". Programs, athletic
series, and contents in the fine arts with the Thalonian Society have added interest
and variety to college life. All of the members of the Society feel that it has
been a year of recreation and culture that stands out vividly in the foreground
of Philalethean annals.
Although it is the younger of the two literary societies at Taylor, the Philal-
ethean Society shares equal prestige with her rival. Through the opportunities
wh'.ch it presents for training in the fields of music, oratory, expression, litera-
ture, and athletics, the Philalethean Literarv Society is sending out its members
into the world with that polish and poise, and those accomplishments in the fine
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President—Dr. H. T. Blodgett
Vice-President—Dr. B. W. Ayres
Secretary—!Mrs. George Evans
Treasurer—Miss Sadie Miller
To zvrite or not to write ; that is the question :
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of repressed literary promptings.
Or to put pen to paper:
'To say zi'e end the heartache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to—by z^'rifing.
The Taylor University Quill Club has had a name for four years, and a
vital existence for three years. In these three years a number of real poets have
modestly but none the less surel}-, come into being—the fruitage of the careful
work and the inspiration of the club.
The Club does not rate its consequence by its numbers. Faithful effort and
devotion to the aims of the organization, together with actual productions of real
merit, constitute the evidences of the success of the Club.
As one of its excellent organizations, Taylor is greatly the gainer in the
possession of the live, functioning Quill Club.
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Che Gem
Early in the college year of 1926-27, the staff of the annual of Taylor
University began its work on the publication for this year. The staff organized
itself into "The Gem Mining Corporation." with the editor-in-chief as the head
miner.
This head miner put his "crew" to work and they dug deep. They were
not satisfied with the mere surface findings which were inclined to be mediocre,
Ijut kept digging for the deeper, richer material. Many suggestions were dis-
carded and many superffous things had to be cleared away before the operations
had a good start.
And so the miners went to work, down through the photographic section,
through the organization section, the alumni and the joke sections, on and on
they went. One of the hardest strata of rock that they met was the advertising
section, but when this vein was finally opened it was found to contain ^-alualjle
metal which, when sold, contributed immensely toward the completion of the
work.
After all the material had been gathered, it was sorted in order that the
best of all the oft'erings might be found. After this extraction process, the
miners sent the material to the printer who assembled and polished it into a
finished product.
This product is the result of the work of The Gem jMining Corporation
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To tell whv the U'26-27 Echo has won the praise of all of its readers, it is
necessary to gi\ e a hitherto obscure chapter in its history.
In tile fall of 1924 three students completed plans for a newspaper which
they felt would put the old magazine-style Echo out of business. Upon advice
they did not start their enterprise, but waited in the hope that they would be able
to carry out their plans by becoming members of the Echo Staff in the coming
election.
The election day arrived and the triumvirate presented their plans. Fron'
the conservatives a storm of protest thundered against the proposed reform, and,
consequently, the new scheme was rejected.
iHowever, the first Echo of 1923 embodied the essential parts of the reform
of the spring before. The staff received numerous congratulations upon its new
remarkable paper.
But it was not until the fall of 1926 that the dreams of the triumverate came
true. John Shilling, one of the trio, became editor and the paper took the shape
which had formed in the minds of the dreamers. The first reason for the success
of the paper, then, is the fact that it is the development of the ideas of years.
The second reason for the success of the Echo is that it is the expression of
the individuality of a man—John H. Shilling. To him and his eflicient staff the
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The Department of Theology emphasizes a theology which is evangelical,
vital, and dynamic. It is evangelical in that it embraces the saving truths of the
gospel of Christ as revealed in the New Testament ; vital in that it is practical
rather than speculative in its aim and emphasis ; dynamic in that it furnishes the
foundation for a triuni])hant faith in the deity of the Son of God, and the inspira-
tion for a powerful prciclamation of His gospel.
Taylor's theology is grounded in the Word of God, and is confirmed by
personal experience of Christ as an all-sufficient Savior. It rests upon a reverent
interpretation of the Scriptures and is in substantial accord with the tenets of
Wesleyan Arminianism. It is no mere verbal formula of an outworn creed.
Just as the New Testament, the inspired source of all Christian theologv, was
written after the fires of the dispensational Pentecost had purified the heart, and
the indwelling S])irit had anointed the vision of New Testament prophets, and
just as the W'esleyan revival was in its doctrinal emphasis "Arminianism on fire",
so is Taylor's theology a system of doctrine and faith shot through with a relig-
ious conviction and certitude born of a present exultant experience of Christ
as a mighty Savior. It portrays a measureless Christ and proclaims a matchless





There is no task to which a human being may turn, there is no more ennob-
Hng, more far-reaching, more significant ; no department of learning that is richer
in content to him who seeks ; no held with a wider horizon for the ambitious and
aspiring, if willing to render the sacrifice of preparation ; no calling with greater
rewards to the one who is true to the vision of service, than that of the teachers
of childhood and youth. "One of the chief problems confronting this and other
States," says the Missouri Survey (1920 Preface), "is the wholesome supply of
adequately trained and prepared teachers." The World War made emphatic
the need of proper education for the youth of America. This Survey declares
(Preface, page X\'II1 ) that "The country faces a real crisis in its educational
development, and the passing of that crisis depends mainly on the possibilities of
training and bringing into schools teachers fitted for their high task. It will be
admitted that the teachers of childhood and youth, while not the only instruments,
are by far the most influential instruments through which people may consciously
control the future...."
Taylor University's Department of Education is glad to welcome the young
people who have the call and the vision of what will ever be a crisis in the
development of a Christian democracy—a wholesome supply of adequately-







Taylor University has long been proud of her School of IMusic. Fully
realizing the importance of a knowledge of music in the lives of young men and
women who are devoting themselves to Christian service, she has laid unusual
stress upon this special course. The greatest care and wisdom have been exer-
cised in the selection of a most competent faculty.
The 1926- proving to be as successful in this realm as previous
years have been. Theodora Bothwell is ser\"ing" her fifth year as
the entire Department. The other members of the faculty are
:
Director of
Kenneth Wells, head of the A'oice Department; Eleanor Patterson, \'oice;
Sadie Louise ]\Iiller, Piano ; Grace Richards, Piano ; George Fenstermacher,
\'iolin ; Howard 'SI. Skinner, Evangelistic Piano Playing.
In addition to the work in Piano, A'oice, and Aiolin, \"arious organizations in
the IMusic Department show its popularity and worth in the life of the school.
The Chorus, under Mr. \\'ells, has its full quota of members: the College Choir,
under Miss Patterson, is a real necessity: Mr. Fenstermacher continues to make
the Orchestra a live organization: and the Liand, under Mr. Wells, is in its ustial
good form. Practice Rehearsals, which all music students are required to attend,




The ad\-ance which we know our college has made this present schoijl year
is evidenced Ijy the development of the Taylor University (Jrchestra. In the fall
of the vear, with the coming of a new Freshman Class, new material was gained
for the Orchestra, which has already proved itself to be of great value. Al-
though there were several members who did not return this year, there was,
nevertheless, an increase in numbers. This numerical advance, however, is of
small moment compared with the greatly increased ability in real ensemble playing.
After only seven one-hour practices, the Orchestra gave a program on
November 23 in Shreiner Auditorium, which seemed to be unanimously pro-
nounced the best program of orchestra music ever given at Taylor University.
The mellow tone quality of the string section was a noticeal)le ad\'ance.
After the program was given, an opportunity was offered to other players,
who were known to be of required ability, to join. The brass section was
strengthened and several violins were added.
One of the most notable features of this organization is the interest that







Taylor has several talented players of band instruments in her student body
and constituency. The Music Department gives these aspiring "Sousas" an
opportunity to develop their talents through the medium of the liand and Or-
chestra.
The Taylor University Band sprang into the limelight in 1924-25, under
the leadership of J. Roy ^Nlac'Murray. It was then that the sponsors of the Band
made possible the purchase of the natty purple and gold uniforms which lend
distinction to the players whenever they a]:)pear in uniform.
Professor Kenneth Wells has served as director of the Band this year. In
this, as in other musical fields, he has demonstrated his marked musical ability.
One of the interesting branch organizations of the Band is the Taylor Trom-
bone Quartette, composed of Messrs. \\'ells, \\'ilson, Krause, and Brown. These
musicians starred on various occasions throughout the year.
The entire Taylor community greatly appreciates the presence of these mu-
sicians in the college. The authorities are proud to send out these players from
time to time to represent Taylor to the public, for they know that the Taylor




The activities of the Clioral Society fill an important place in the musical
life of Taylor University. The membership of this organization is made up
largely of the students in the \'oice Department, but it also includes manv other
singers of the college and community who are not specializing in musical studies.
Under the leadership of its present conductor. Professor Kenneth Wells,
the Choral Society has maintained the standards of other years, as well as making
advances in its work.
Just before the Christmas holidays the Society presented an inspirational
Christmas program, climaxing with the "Hallelujah Chorus" from "The Mes-
siah". During the pre-Easter season Maunder's production, "From Olivet to
Calvary" was given.
The final event of the year for this organization was during Commencement
week, when it gave the oratorio, "The Redemption", by Gounod. In this pro-
duction the Society was assisted by Professor George Fenstermacher and a select
group of musicians from the Taylor Orchestra. Much credit is also due to






Quartette \\i_irk is one of the most stimulating phases of 'J'aylor's music
department. It develops a spirit of co-operati(jn. in addition to cultivating a
taste and ability for ensemble work.
The quartettes are in demand throughout the year for various services which
offer an opportunity' to establish the ideals of Taylor with ])ure gospel messages.
This team work is often extended into the summer when singers represent the
college in many camp meetings.
To the literary society- or club programs the quartette number is an indis-
pensable adjunct.
As the spring days approach, added zest and fervor characterize the prac-
tice hour. Perhaps the inciting force is the prize contest held each year in the
spring term. This contest is one of the most interesting and enjo}'able events
of the college year. Because women have carried off the honors for three suc-
cessive years, it is believed that male and female voices cannot fairly compete;
consequently a separate prize contest has been established for the men.
Although the svstem of rating the quartettes in these contests is not sup-
posed to be scientific, it has gi\-en general satisfaction. The judges comprise
three groups.—a group of artists, the regular faculty, and the audience. The





The Department of Expression at Taylor University, organized for the pur-
pose of training young people to better take their places in the affairs of men,
has had a very prosperous year during 1926-27. Professor Pogue li:is liad two
very able assistants this year in the persons of Miss Bertha Phillips and Mr. Har-
old Beane, and together these three have labored to lift the standards of efficiency
of their department. The courses are so organized that one hundred persons
can be accomodated with no class larger than twelve in number. Knowing, as
they do, that many colleges allow public speaking classes to enlist as many as
thirty or forty persons, they are determined upon instructing small groups, in the
interest of careful personal attention to each student. This program of training
has shown fine fruits in the persons enrolled under Professor Pogue and his
helpers.
In addition to its regular curriculum, the Expression Department sponsors a
series of Lyceum entertainments. Under the management of Professor Pogue,
men of international fame, such as D. Thomas Curtin and Edmund \'ance Cook,
have appeared on the Taylor platform this year. Thus outside of the classroom,
as well as in the classroom, the Department of Expression is helping to maintain




Hazel Chamberlaix Leroy H. Jones Bertha B. Phillips
Hazel Chamberlain
Graduation Recital, "Pollyana"
Here is a little girl who has had to work hard to play the famous "glad
game", but she succeeds. Hardly anyone could be better fitted to attempt the




Mr. Jones knows eccentric characters in a remarkable way. We shall never
forget his "Rip \'an Wrinkle" and "Lightnin' Bill Jones." j\Ir. Jones has studied
at the Rice Summer School at Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts.
Bertha B. Phillips
Graduation Recital. "Peg O' Aly Heart"
Miss Phillips has established herself in the hearts of Taylor audiences as a
reader of rare charm. She is a graduate of The Rice Summer School of Expres-
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Prof. W. A. Saucier Prof. B. R. Pogue Prof. J. F. Owen
\\'e all realize that this has been Taylor's greatest intercollegiate debating
season. Xot only has it been the greatest from the standpoint of the number of
the debates on our schedule, but also from the standpoint of the size and strength
of many of our forensic opponents. Such a season speaks well for those who
coached the debaters.
Professor Saucier and Professor Owen directed their attention toward the
construction of strong forensic cases for the teams, while Professor Pogue in-
structed and coached the speakers from the angle of delivery and presentation.
A great deal of credit is due Professor Saucier, who, as chairman of the Com-
mittee on Forensics, carried the final responsibility for the training of the debaters
and the management of the forensic engagements of the season.
The remarkable record established by our teams this 3'ear was unquestionably
the result of the combined efforts of these three professors. The college authori-
ties realized the strength of united effort and co-operation and they chose the
trio of professors on the faculty whom they judged to be best fitted to turn out
well-trained debaters. The numerous debating triumphs of this year have dem-








First Speaker Bertha Pollitt
One characteristic that makes any argument
attractive to an audience is its clear-cut deHvery.
It was this attribute of effectual delivery that
enabled Miss Pollitt to maintain such remarkable
contact with her audience.
This speaker, as a member of last year's
squad, received her letter in debating and her fine
ivork this year deserves our hearty commendation.
Second Speaker Ruby Breland
The best way that we can describe Miss
Breland and her method of handling argument is
to say that she, in her own distinctive style, easily
took care of any situation that arose. Resource-
ful and witty, this debater from the South was
always interesting, and always made it more than
interesting for the ladies of the opposition.
Third Speaker Margaret Coghlan
Miss Coghlan has her letter in debating. As
a former member of the forensic squad, she
showed her training in this year's work as the
real leader of her team. Her insight into case
construction more than occasionally spoiled the
seemingly well established case of the opposing
teams.
Alternate Hazel Lewis
.A.S a Senior this year. Miss Lewis took a
very vital interest in the debating activities of
Taylor. This debater, with a natural forensic
turn of mind, proved to be of unusual help to
her team and, as she graduates this year, the de-
bating squad is certain to miss her greatly. Miss
Lewis won for herself the esteem of her assoc-






First Speaker Frances Bogue
When the debate settled down to a real foren-
sic struggle and the cool presentation of evidence,
the spicy, logical strength of Miss Bogue's ar-
guments always proved to be efficient. As this is
her first year in intercollegiate debating work.
Miss Bogue is certain to be invaluable in next
year's forensic activities.
Second Speaker AIarv Elizabeth Beebe
The vigorous, resourceful debating of Miss
Beebe contributed much toward the numerous
victories of this team. Her style was convincing
and her method of handling case in rebuttal was
really notable. Taylor will have in Miss Beebe a
very able debater to begin the season next year.
Third Speaker AIerrette E. Hessenauer
IMiss Hessenauer proved herself to be a de-
bater of unusual caliber. A professor from
Northwestern University spoke of Miss Hessen-
auer as one of the best women debaters whom
he had ever heard. It was the calm, deliberate
method of summary and the handling of case
that made Miss Hessenauer's logical appeals so
gripping.
^ Alternate Myrtle Ockenga
As the alternate of the Women's Negative
Team, Miss Ockenga showed her ability as a
prospective debater and as a candidate for next








First Speaker Elton Stetson
After two years of successful debating work
on the teams of Intermountain College at Hele-
na, Montana. Mr. Stetson gave very strong sup-
port to the Men's Affirmative Team. He came
to Taylor as a Pi Kappa Delta man and he more
than showed his qualifications for membership in
this forensic order in his ability on the debating
platform.
Second Speaker Lynn Mosser
Mr. Mosser has literally grown up in Tay-
lor's forensic atmosphere, making the squad in
his Freshman year. Time and practice have pol-
ished and made him very effective on the debat-
ing floor. He is one of the two Taylor men
who last year received a Taylor Forensic Charm,
given for two consecutive years of debating.
Third Speaker Marcius Taber
Three years of active participation on Taylor's
debating schedule have made this debater an
artist in the field of forensics. His knowledge
of the subjects and breadth of experience in the
handling of material have made Air. Taber an
opponent who is to be feared. Mr. Taber was
the other man to receive a Forensic Charm last
vear.
Alternate Gavlord Logan
When the debating tryout was held in the fall
of this year, one of the men who attracted at-
tention was Mr. Logan. Although this is his
first year at college he is to be commended for
his interest and the healthy attitude that he has








First Speaker Lawrence Bovll
Xot a little of the negative team's fine record
is due to the efforts of Mr. Eoyll. Pluck and
spirit were the outstanding attributes of his plat-
form work. This first year of debating work
opens to Taylor's teams and ne.xt year's scheduL'
an able debater with plenty of interest and spirit.
Second Speaker De.\ne Irish
Mr. Irish was especially adept in the building
of a strong case and he was very strong in the
art of establishing factual evidence. It is par-
ticularly applicable to note that Taylor has been
able to take many decisions because of e.xcellence
in these two particular phases of debating work.
Second Speaker Robert Clark
Mr. Clark always was the most in his element
when the debate waxed warm. His zeal and his
consistency won distinction for him among his
mates. His record this year speaks well for the
showing that we expect him to make in the
future.
-Third Speaker Harold Ockeng-\
Mr. Ockenga was a member of Taylor's debat-
ing scjuad for his second year. His enthusiasm
and fine debating polish built into his team a nu-
cleus of strength that helped much in the making
of this very strong combination. This debater also
has his letter for debating. He will be missed
from next year's squad as he is a Senior this
vear.
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Debating Season in ^Retrospect
Taylor's whole debating squad this year was made up of eighteen students
comprising five teams and debating three different propositions. The questions
dealing with the advisability of a Uniform Marriage and Divorce Law, Federal
Grants-in-Aid to States, and the problem of a Federal Department of Education,
were the subjects for argument.
The debaters have given particular attention to the finer points of debating
technique. The squad and the coaches alike have worked diligently throughout
the season and the following tabulated summary eloquently attests their success:
The Women's Schedule
Place Opponents Date
Springfield, O Wittenberg College Dec. 10
Upland, Ind Wittenberg College Dec. 10
Adrian, ilich .Adrian College Jan. 14
Upland. Ind Wheaton College Feb. 10
Upland. Ind Adrian College Feb. 12
Wheaton, 111 Wheaton College Feb. 17
Evan.sville, Ind Evansville College Feb. 25












Upland, Ind Muncie Normal Jan. 21 Aff. Taylor
Muncie, Ind Aluncie Normal Feb. 2 Xeg. Taylor
Upland, Ind DePauw University Feb. 4 Aff. DePauw
Upland, Ind Terre Haute Normal Mar. 4 Aff. Taylor
Upland, Ind Huntington College Mar. 11 Neg. Taylor
N. Manchester, Ind Manchester College Mar. 11 Aff. Taylor
N. Manchester, Ind Manchester College Mar. 14 Neg. Manchester
Wilmore. Ky .Asbury College Mar. 22 Aff. No Decision
Upland, Ind Wabash College Mar. 25 Aff. Taylor
^m'












Every Mnanka agrees that this past year has Ijeen one of the most interesting
in the history of the CUib. Xot only has the banner, "Weavers of Ivnowledge",
been lifted high in forensic accomphshments, l)Ut the Club has been a weaver of
social attainments as well. The members have put into practice the theory of
gaining through the combined benefits of club activities and college courses, a
well-rounded, broad-minded preparation for the future.
It is during the Saturday-night club meetings that timid Mnankas cast away
that shaking, choking sensation that comes to all in the first public appearance,
and step from the ranks of the untrained into the ranks of the trained.
The annual entertainment for the other clubs of the college was historical in
Its character and setting. Airs. Alaria Bennett (Grace Olson) was hostess to a
quilting party given in honor of Lincoln's birthday.
Those who so ably represented the Club in the inter-club debates with the
sister club, the Soangetaha, were the Misses Anna Stewart, Helen Forsyth,
Frances Thomas, and Clara French.





















In 1914 a group of young women at Taylor University formed themselves
into an organization "whose purpose it shall be to teach the art of expression,
develop the powers of logical reasoning, impart some knowledge of parliamentary
law, and stimulate the desire for research, that we may thereby broaden our
mental life and be more efficient servants of the blaster". This organization is
known as the Soangetaha Debating Club. It is famous for its logic in deljating,
it's unique social functions, and its "strong-hearted maidens". All through the
years the members of this club have endeavored to broaden their own lives in
order that they might be of greater service to the world. They ha\'e engaged
in many friendly battles with their sister clul). the AInanka, and have gained
much from these forensic encounters. They find their sister club to be a strong
opponent and the Championship Banner has changed hands many times.
The year 1926-1927 is a milestone in the history of this club. In order to
give more girls an opportunity to join her ranks and to gain the benefits derived
from practicing her standards, the Club has adopted a new constitution, which
provides for an enlargement of membership and meets other needs which have
presented themselves during this era of growth.
itt
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The coveted position which Taylor holds in the forensic field is due largely
to the work of her debating clubs. The Eulogonian Assembly, one of the best
parliamentary organizations of the college, has supplied a large number of inter-
collegiate debaters in the years of Taylor's success in forensic contests.
During the winter term of this year the Club afforded splendid training
for its members in both debating and parliamentar}- law by conducting itself as a
legislative body, acting and passing upon important measures drawn up by various
members of the "political factions'". Such a form of club procedure resulted in
heated debates in which every member participated.
Realizing that having one's name upon the roll of a debating club is of little
.profit to a member unless he takes an active part in the various phases of club
life, the Eulogonian Club urges every member to engage in the club activities in
order that he may develop to the maximum degree.
Under the leadership of its capable officers and with Professor \V. A. Saucier
as adviser, the Club has gone forward with "Progres.s" as its motto, and has
done much to benefit its members.
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"Mind, the I'ower of Alan!" This mysterious saying appeared about the
campus early in the school year and mystified even the Eurekas, till their cur-
iosity was appeased at the annual "Eureka Jamboree", where it was revealed that
this was a modification of the original motto of the Club.
Rush dav increased the membership to eighty men who desired to develop
this God-given power in man. New methods had to be developed to handle
such a number. This was done by dividing the Club into sections for certain
parts of its activities, thus tripling the number of men in action and doubling the
number who gained experience in oflices. New quarters were found in the three
Expression rooms on the third floor of the Administration liuilding, where work
has gone forward by leaps and bounds.
The same spirit has activated the Club as before, although the outward
forms have changed. Its members are still drawn together by cords of brotherly
love which received a test this year by the death of two of its loyal members in
an automobile accident. The Eurekas responded royally and extended their
sympathy and contriljutions to aid in every possible way.
The Eureka Debating Club established a precedent on the Taylor campus
this year by organizing a glee club and orchestra and giving a high-class musical
entertainment.
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The nature of man is threefold—mental, moral, and physical. If the proper
development of any of these inherent parts of man's makeup is overlooked, the
achievement of maximum efficiency is impossible.
The Taylor University Athletic Association is organized ]irimarily to pro-
mote the physical welfare of Taylor students. At the beginning of the school
year of 1924-1925, the Association was placed in complete management of the
student body. This plan has proved to be very efficient in regulating the various
athletic enterprises of the college. Each of the four major sports at Taylor
—
baseball, basketball, tennis, and track—has its own manager.
The foundation for a much needed gymnasium is already laid. We are
hoping that it will be completed before the fall term of 1927.
The Athletic Association has for its purpose : the stimulation of clean,
wholesome athletics; the care of the gymnasium, athletic fields, and equipment;
and the constant, hearty support of all reasonable and beneficial plans for the
elevation of the status of athletics at Taylor.
:il|l











Besides the usual inter-society tennis tournament held in the spring of the
year, the Taylor University Athletic Association sponsored an open tournament
for men at the beginning of the fall term. This was an interesting addition to
the tennis bill of fare. It was particularly effective in stimulating interest in
tennis amono- the new students.
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Thalonian ^'ictory : 6-1; 6-3.
Open Tournament
Doubles
John P. Owen and Wendell Owen
Defeated
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Final Score : Thalonian, 64 ; Philalethean, 43







The 1926 baseball season started with a somewhat lopsided game between
the Eureka and Eulogonian debating clubs. The Eulogonians. in spite of their
showing in the first game, came back strong in the second game and almost
made a third game necessary.
The Philalethean-Thalonian series was sharply contested from beginning to
end. The teams were evenly matched and the brand of baseball that they pro-
duced drew many interested spectators to every game.
There are rumors aljroad that the Class of 1927 is going to Ijuild an athletic
field as their memorial nn the Taylor University campus. Dame Rumor is also
the authority for the statement that this new field will contain excellent baseball
diamonds for both men and women. With this better equipment in view, the






Total Games : Philalethean,
The Results of the Season
Phii.alethe.\x-Th.aloxi.\x Series
.... 6 Philalethean. . . ...16 Thalonian. . . ...14
.... 7 Philalethean.. . ...6 Thalonian. . . ...10
Philalethean. . . ...9 Thalonian. . . ... 5
Philalethean. . . . . . 7 Thalonian. . . ...15
Philalethean.. . ... 8 Thalonian. . . ... 9
Thalonian, 3.










The 1926-1927 basketball season was a season of intense interest at Tayloi
.
The inter-club series and the inter-society series were v.arnily contested. The
gymnasium was crowded to the doors for every encounter. Those who witness-
ed the contests will remember how the men's inter-society series looked like an
easy Thalonian triumph. Then the Philalethean stalwarts rallied and carried
the series to a full nine games, only to suffer defeat at the hands of the Thalon-
ians in the final engagement.
The Societies backed their teams especially well throughoiu the season.
"Al" Krause and Leonard Tripp extracted yells from the Thalonian rooters.
while Wayne York led the Philalethean supporters. A glance at the past basket-
ball season, with its fine spirit of rivalry and the healthful enjoyment it has
furnished a large number of Taylor students, is sufficient to vindicate the society
and club idea in the athletic realm.
In spite of the fact that Taylor does not place special stress upon athletics,
the past basketball season disclosed some excellent plavers. Another remarkable
feature which the season disclosed was the comparatively large number of players
of real merit in the ranks of both societies. The men's and women's squads alike

























Philalethean 17 Thalonian IS
Philalethean 8 Thalonian 10
Philalethean 24 Thalonian 15
Philalethean 29 Thalonian 25
Games \\'on










Alliene was a player of action, and she did
much to break up the Philalethean plaj'S.
Jda AIariE Spreen J. Center
( Captain )
Ida ilarie was full of "pep" and "go", and
she was an excellent basket shooter.
Dorothy SiiiTii Forward
Dorothy was a hard, fast player and one of
the high point women for the Thalonians.
AIary Ella Rose Substitute Forward
Mary Ella was noted for her speed on the
court and her ability to keep the Philaletheans
guessing.
Hi;len Burns Guard
Helen was one of the most energetic play-
ers on the court. Wherever she was there
was sure to be action.
Dorothy Jensen R. Center
Dorothy played a very spirited game. She
always played to w'in.
RiiiY Shaw Forward
Ruby played a very dependable game. She
never gave up until the final whistle blew.
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'Ghalonian CDcn s 'Geam
Edward Frank Guard
(Manager)
"Ed." played hard in every game. He was
a fast man and did very eiTective work for
the Thalonian team.
Neil Compton Center
Neil was a very effective passer and drib-





"Bob" was a versatile player and he fought
hard in every game.
AsBURV Stelle Substitute Forward
Asbury had lots of "drive". He was a play-
er who played hard and shot baskets well.
Paul Mosser Guard
Paul played a very good guarding game.
His good defensive work spoiled many Phi-
lalethean attempts.
Lee Wilson Forward
Lee was very fast in his floor work, and he
was also an accurate shot.
EsTELLE Gulp Substitute Forward
When Estelle had a chance to play he al-
ways gave a good account of himself with
his hard, clean playing.
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Rachel York R. Center
Rachel did some good playing for the Phi-
lalethean team. She was a consistent and
capable player.
Louise Hazelton J. Center
(Manager)
Loviise was always in the fight, and she
could be depended upon to contribute her
share to a Philalethean victory.
Helen Forsyth Forward
(Captain )
Helen was usually accountable for several
Philalethean points. She was a player of no
mean pluck and ability.
Frances Forsyth Forward
When Frances shot at the basket, the Tha-
lonian players held their breath, for she rare-
ly missed a goal. She was a forward of
whom the Philaletheans were justly proud.
Sadie Lucas Guard
Although Sadie was small, she was full of
"pep" and energy. She played a great guard-
ing game.
Anna Stewart Guard
Anna was a source of much trouble for the
Thalonian forwards. She was "all there" as
a loyal supporter of the "Blue and White".
E\'ELYN LanDON Guard
Evelyn made her debut in Taylor athletic
circles this year. Her performance on the
Philalethean team places her well to the front
as a woman athlete.





"Jack" is a veteran of the Philalethean
"basket-makers". He played true to form
throughout the season and was one of the
strongest factors on the team.
Donald Wing Guard
"Chunk",—small but mighty,—was a seas-
oned guard who gave his opponents consider-
able worry when they tried to penetrate the
Philalethean defense.
Carlton Shultz Forward
Carlton was very adept on short shots.
The score book registers a "score of count-
ers" that he made throughout the season.
Lawrence Bovll Guard
Lawrence was a steady, dependable guard
who used his excellent physique to good ad-
vantage against the Thalonian onslaughts.
Edgar \Veber Substitute Guard
"Ed." was a great defensive player. The
Thalonian men had a hard time to make any
points when he was guarding.
Clayton McCajipbell
Substitute Guard
"Mac" had the "beef" and he used it very
effectively when he had an opportunity to
engage in the play.
Editor's Note : John Paul Owen and Wen-
dell Owen, flashy forwards, deserve honorable












"Jack" fought hard for the Eulogonian
Debating Club. He never gave up the fight
until the game was over.
Donald A^'ing Guard
"Chunk" was a great player either on the
offensive or on the defensive. He was noted
for his deadly accuracy in shooting fouls.
Edgar Weber Guard
The Eureka players had considerable diffi-
culty in getting past "Ed." He played a spir-
ited and effective defensive same.
Lee Wilson Center
Lee was a speedy dribbler and a good shot.
He played a fast game that kept the rooters
looking his way.
Paul ^NIosser Substitute Guard
Paul played a good game when he was
permitted to play. He was exceptionallj- good




"Mac" was a good defensive and offensive
player alike. He was also a good basket
shooter. His ability to mix with his team
mates was outstanding.
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Lawrence played a great game near his
opponents' basket. He made their attempts
at the goal useless time after time.
Carlton Shultz Forward
Carlton was usually "on the job" with his
short, over-head shots. He was one of the
most closely guarded men on the team, and
yet he found the basket time after time.
Edward Frank Guard
( Captain )
"Ed." was a fast guard. It took a fast
and wily Eulogonian forward to get past him
for a .goal.
Neil Compton Center
Neil was especially good at getting away
from his opponents. He was a cool, calcul-
ating strategist on the basketball court.
Robert Gorrell Forward
"Bob" played a flashy game. What is more,
the flashes were consistent.
AsBURY Steele Forward
Asbury was a sensational player. This was
his first year in Taylor athletics, but he made
a place for himself among Taylor athletes.
Kenneth Chubb Substitute Guard
Although Kenneth did not get to play in
all the games, he always gave a good account
of himself when he did play.
K








We Americans need more of what Professor James calls "the gospel of re-
laxation." With our busy daily life we are coming to believe more and more
in that gospel, and an increasing number of American men and women every year
enter the field of athletic recreation and physical development. The idea is not
to enter athletics for the sake of laurels, but because we know that to possess
strong and vigorous minds we need also to have strong and vigorous bodies.
At Taylor almost everyone becomes interested in all the various sports of
the year. In fact a glimpse of the festivity and competition of an ancient Gre-
cian Olympic all but comes to life as the inter-club and inter-society teams meet
in their yearly contests to decide the athletic supremacy of the campus. One of
the supreme sights to be seen at Taylor is the opening of each game when the
two teams of stalwart players bow in meditative silence to their God as they
ask for help and guidance. In the actual clash and competitive struggles that
ensue, the balanced poise of the Taylor contestants is very manifest. Spirit,
rivalry, and loyalty are the outstanding attributes; yet these are all subject to a
cool, common sense program which does not place all of the interest in the
athlete, nor, on the other hand, develop a class of intellectual snobs and bookish
theorists. Because of the number of societies and clubs, a long range of athletic
endeavor is open to every student. Everyone has an opportunity and no one is
submerged in his attempts by a class of professional athletes who not onlv usually
hold a permanent position in some sport, but also discourage others from enter-
ing that field. Taylor's athletic atmosphere is democratic.
It is hardly necessary to enumerate the benefits that come to any student
who not only keeps a high standard in his intellectual attainments, but also keeps
himself fit by consistent physical exercise. The advantages of the physical train-
ing that comes through a well balanced athletic program are numerous. From
the physical standpoint, athletic contests develop physical strength, dexterity,
grace, and speed. At the same time they make for mental acuteness and poise
in facing emergencies. Xot only are the intellectual and physical attributes
quickened, but the moral nature is simultaneously stimulated. In the athlete
such qualities as self-control, self-reliance, endurance, and courage are to be











Prcs., Herbert BoasE Sec'y, Sadie L. Miller Trens., J. Floyd Seelh".
The Alumni Association of Taylor University was never more alive than it
has been this year. At the 1926 June meeting there was an unusually large at-
tendance. The Rev. Herbert Boase, the president, called the roll bv years, and
members responded from nearly every year since 1897.
The following officers were elected as directors for the year, which office
entitles them to membership in the Legal Hundred for their term of office : The
Reverends Herbert Boase, William H. Harrison, True S. Haddock, P. E. Green-
wait, and J. Floyd Seelig ; and Judge Owen N. Heaton, and Miss Sadie Miller.
Several other members of the Association are members of the Legal Hundred.
Many alumni of Taylor are making good in different ways and in all parts
of the world. In the North Indiana Conference the highest grades in conference
studies are often made by Taylor men, while a large majority of the conversions
in the conference are under the ministry of Taylor preachers. Now, from an
eastern conference comes this report: "The Taylor boys had the highest grades
in their studies of anyone." A recent letter from former Taylor students now
in Africa, ends with these words : "When we consider in a single season over
eight hundred souls have found their Savior. . . do you wonder that our hearts
say 'Praise God from whom all blessings flow'?"





Taylor University every year confers degrees upon a select group of young
men and women. These alumni are serving in numerous capacities in various
parts of the world. The largest number of them, however, are engaged in edu-
cational or Christian ministerial pursuits. In order to give an idea of how Taylor
graduates find their positions in the world's work soon after graduation and
also to give an idea of the success of the earlier graduates, the Alumni Editor has
compiled the following information. A supplement to this group of alumni may
be found under "Taylor Missionaries."
THE CLASS OE 1926
Ruth Lortz is the pastor of a church at Mohler, Washington.
Hattie Seaver is the assistant pastor of the church of which Miss Lortz is the
pastor.
^^'alter L. Russell is taking treatments at the Edward Hines Hospital, May-
wood, Illinois.
Alva Beers is continuing his studies at Drew Theological Seminary.
S. Doi has returned to Japan to take up Christian work among his own people.
Harriet Leisure is teaching in her home town high school, at Windfall, Indiana.
Mabel F. Landon is church secretary at the Walnut Hills Methodist Church,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Albert Kempin is Secretary of the Church of God, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Adolph Kempin is employed at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Elsie Keller is attending the University of Cincinnati.
Carl Hightower is teaching in a college at Owasso, Michigan.
Alice Hickock is teaching at Marysville, Washington.
Iva Hawkins is teaching expression in the high school at Farmington, Michigan.
Elmore Eicher is continuing his studies at Nyack, New York.
Florence Sherbourne is doing Y.W.C.A. work at Delaware, Ohio.
Raymond Squire is taking a theological course at Hartford Theological Seminary,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Mary Stoke is teaching at Hindman, Kentucky.
Raymond Sturgis has resumed his pastoral duties at Puxico, Missouri.
Avis Lindell is in business at Jamestown, Pennsylvania.








Ernest Lindell is employed at Russell, Pennsylvania.
S. Dale Tarbell is attending Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Connec-
ticut.
Frank \\'ells is taking training for Christian service at Nyack, New York.
Dorwin Whitenack is employed at Dayton, Ohio.
Doris Atkinson is teaching music in a high school at Greentown, Indiana.
Sibyl Blake is employed at ]\Iarion, Indiana.
Ruby Dare is teaching Latin in a high school at Pierceton. Indiana.
Clara French is taking work in the De])artment of Education at Taylor Uni-
versity.
Paul Kepple is attending Hartford Theological Seminary.
Irene Kletzing is teaching in a grammar school in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Betty Krause is teaching at Houghton Lake. JMichigan.
Milton Leisman has a pastorate at Oconomowoc, \\'isconsin.
Helen Nickel is working in the Settlement Office at Hindman, Kentucky,
Mildred Radaker is now Mrs. Ralph Wadsworth and is helping her husband in
his ministerial work at Genesee, Pennsylvania.
Frances Rowland is teaching at Russell, Pennsylvania.
Helen Wing is teaching in a high school at Cumberland. Maryland.
Herbert Lyon is continuing his medical course at Buffalo University. He is also
connected with the Churchill Evangelistic Company in Buffalo. New ^'ork.
Helen Shoemaker,—now Mrs. Gilbert Ayres,—is continuing her art work at
Taylor University.
Other Reprksentative Alumni
Caroline Churchill, 1924, is attending the Leland Powers School of Expression
at Boston, Massachusetts.
Lee Tan Pieu, 1916, is on the staff of a large government hospital in Peking,
China.
Dr. S. H. Turbeville, 1905, is pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church at Oska-
loosa, Iowa.
Dr. William Rhind Wedderspoon, 1898, is now pastor of St. James ]\Iethodist
Episcopal Church, Chicago, Illinois. He has won considerable fame as a
lecturer as well as a pastor.
Rev. A. J. Whipkey, 1898, has served seven years as a missionary in Alaska
under the Presbyterian Board. His home is now in California.
Dr. D. Shaw Duncan, 1901, is Dean of Denver University.
Dr. Rufus A. Morrison, 1897, is now Financial Secretary of Taylor University.
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Baylor OOissionaries
AFRICA
Edna Brooks, address unknown.
Ml . L. A. Brown,
Kwilu.
Vangasur. Congo Beige,
Lois Cope. Kismu. via Mombasa. Colony of
Kimya. East Africa.
Leota Ratcliffe Hapgood. in the States.
Mrs. James McCosh, (Mrs. J. C. Ovenshire),
Marshall, Mich.
Oliver Mark Moody, died on field.
f^f^ Mr. and Mrs. Murphree, Old Umtali, Rho-
desia.
John C. Ovenshire. died on field.
Ila Scovill. Nyadira Girls' School, Via Mtoko.
Rhodesia.
John Wengatz, Missas, Americana Malanje,
Angola. W. Africa.
Mrs. John Wengatz. (Miss Susan Talbott),
address above.
CENTRAL AMERICA
Sara M. Cox, Coban. Guatemala. // '_^:.,v"^^^:
Walter Oliver. Box 2007, Ancon, Canal Zone''.
Panama.
Mrs. Walter Oliver, (Miss Anna Skow). ad-
dress above.
CHINA
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Brown. Greenfield, Ind.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Brown, Methodist
Hospital, T\^uhu.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton J. Bushey, on furlough.
Clara Caris, Grover Hill. Ohio.
Mr. and Mi"^. Charles P. Culver, on furlough,
Seattle. Wash.
Jessie Edwards, attending Taylor L'niver-
sity.
/•^ Grace. Ellison, on furlough.
Leola King Hill, New Burlington, Ohio.
Ethel Householder, Izechow, Szechwan,
West China.
Floy Hurlburt, on furlough, Princeton. Xew
Jersey.
Ml-, and Mrs. Glade L. McClish. on furlough.
Davenport, Iowa.
Martha McCutcheon, on furlough. Gary, Ind.
/ \y Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Osborne, on furlough.
Leola Phillips, died on field.
Cora Rahe. on furlough, Taylor University.
H. G. Robson, Nanking.
Mrs. PI. G. Robson, (Miss Gertrud&j B^^ge--
water). address above. /-^y// J^,^^
^Clara Sauer. Tiensin. ^^^i^<^K^"^-^
1 George Scofield, address unknown.
^ Mrs. George Scofield, (Miss Florence Myers)
U- Pasadena, California.
Mrs. C. W. Troxel. Tungchangfu, Shantung.
North China.
Doris Wencke, Chungking, Szechwan. West
China.
FRANCE




Ralph Henning, I'nd Infantry Road, Banga-
lore, India.
^'ere Abbey, on furlough.
Olive Dunn, osrfin4oughr
Cora Fales, on furlough.
E. A. Fiddle'.-, Pentecostal
World, Raj. Nandynon. C, P,
Margaret Haberman, iQ=±be=ataies.
Mr. and M.'s, Howard G, Hastings, Lilitpur.
D. Chester Lewis. Gilboa, Ohio,
Mrs. L. Chester Lewis, (Miss Emma Tan-
ner), address above.
Alice McClellan, o-n-JurJoug-h.
Burt Opper. 2nd Infantry Road. Bangalore,
India,
Mrs, Burt R. Opper, (Miss Hazel Newton),
on furlough,
J, Wascom Pickett, Arrah, Behar,
Allison H. Rogers, Harpalfur, Bundilkhand,
Mrs, Alice H. Rogers. (Miss Inez Cope), ad-
dress above.
Charles Scharer, Belgium. .:"
Mrs. Charles Scharer. (Miss Elizabeth Has-
tings, address above, -,
Percy Smith, Khairgark, C, P,, India, .
Alfred Snead, Nyack, N. Y,
Mrs. Chris J. Soilberg. Strahan. Iowa,
Maynard Ketcham, 2nd Infantry Road,
Bangalore, India,
JAPAN
Lenora Seeds, retired, Delaware, Ohio,
S, Doi, Tokyo, Japan.
A. Kirumada, Tokyo, Japan,
Vernon Hitchcock, Tokyo, Japan,
Kashiwagi. Tokyo, Japan,
Mabel Seeds, died after retirement,
Mark Shaw, Aoyama, Gakuin, Tokyo,
KOREA , .
Orville French, SoeuL ')







Dr. C Raymond Illick. Hospital Latino-
Americana, Pueble, Pue,
Mrs. C. Raymond Illick, (Miss Lois Allen),
address above,
\/r -Y'C PALESTINE




Atkins, Tuguegaras, Cagayan Val-





V Mabel Park, Chichayo, Peru,
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Cosmopolitan £eague
^jmjf- //j>«7
From the dawn of her early history, Taylor has had a small group of foreign
students engaged in pursuing an education where "Light and Faith"' make of all
nations one.
\\'e cannot presume to tell what the influence will be. of those who have
visited the halls of Taylor and have carried "Light and Faith" back to their own
people ; but we know that the influence will count for righteousness and the rule
of the Prince of Peace among all peoples and tongues.
Of late years the foreign students have leagued themselves into a gospel team
and, as time and opportunity have permitted, they have visited nearby churches,
presenting the needs of their native countries and testifying to personal salvation
and definite calls to Christian service.
A few among the group are the children of missionary parents and, although
not foreign by blood, are valuable assets to the League because experience has
taught them to appreciate the power of Christ to lift those in darkness.
The motto of the Cosmopolitan banner signifies the spirit of the group
:
Though separated by race and language and custom, yet the overwhelming love
of Christ makes of many, one in God. And such a unity is the bond of peace
among the Taylor nationalities and the promise of a similar peace among the
nations of the world.




Donald Hanes (rushing into the Hbrary) : "I want the 'Life of Caesar'."
Ruth Draper: "I'm sorry, but Brutus beat you to it."
U R A J
Mr. Ayres (in Chemistry class) : "Mr. Clark, tell us about nitrates."
"Bob" Clark : "Nitrates are cheaper than day rates."
U R A J
Leonard Tripp: "How would you like to have a pet monkey?"
Evelyn Landon : "Give me time to think. This is so sudden !"
U R A J
The bootblack: "Light or dark, sir?"
Travis Purdy (absent mindedly) : "I'm not particular. But please don't
give me the neck."
U R A J
Teacher: "^^'illie. what is your greatest ambition?"
Willie : "To wash my mother's ears."
U R A J
Joy Anderson (in Domestic Science class) : "Oh, Miss Dare, come here
quick."
Miss Dare: "What is it?"
Joy : "This egg has halitosis."
U R A J
Prof. MacGarr: "No, bright children don't all develop into smart men;
some develop into women."
U R A J
A Summer Romance
Oh hozu I long to crush yon to niv heart!
Oh how I pine to crush you to my lips—
Or nose—or ears—or any other part!
That ardent icisli all others doth eclipse.
' ' ^
Through all my dreams I hear your lozc-i'oiccd song;
So personal it seems for me alone.
I hear you near! With yearning wild and strong,
I reach for you but ahvays you are gone,
You horrid mosquito!
U R A J ,
•
Stelle : "Did yoit ever wear two-pants suits ?"
Compton : "No. They're too hot."
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McAllister: "It's wonderful how my hair parts exactly in the middle of
my head."
A. Osborne : "Yes. On dead center as it were."
U R A J
Howard Guy: "A'ou watch the sign boards for the name of the town
we're coming to.''
Ruth Guy : "There it is. It must be Hot Dog. That sign says, 'Frank-
fort Three ^files'."
U R A J
Harriette Shoemaker; "My friend put his arm around me three times last
night."
Juanita Frazier; "He must have a long arm."
U R A J
Staving up all night may make you as wise as an owl, but owls have no
sense during the day.
U R A J
"Earl writes from college that he hopes to be matriculated .soon," said the
fond mother.
"Gracious!", exclaimed Mr. Allen. "I hope he comes out of the ether
easier than I did when I had my operation."
U R A J
Miss Lemly (in Girl Scout meeting) : "What is the best method to prevent
the diseases caused by biting insects?"
Ruth Hazelton : "Don't bite the insects."
U R A J
Clayton McCampbell : "But your sign says, 'First-class hair cut—35 cents',
and here you are trying to soak me 50 cents for one."
"Barberous" Hunt: "Yes, I know. But you haven't got first-class hair."
URAJ
Christine Shilling : "What a horrible noise comes from that radio set."
''Jack" Shilling: "^\'ell, I guess you would make just as bad a noise if you
were coming out of ether."
U R A J
Evelyn Ross: "If wishes came true, what would you wish first?"
Wayne York: ''I would wish—oh, if only I dared tell you."
Evelyn: "Go ahead. What do you think I brought up wishing for?"
U R A J
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A happy social life
A sound Christian faith
An intelligent patriotism
Clean and profitable athletics
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in Taylor
The following are reasons why no one who believes in the
fundamentals of Society and Religion should leave the world
without giving or willing something to Taylor University.
1. The college is the fountainhead of religious, social, and
political ideals.
2. Eighty years of consistent service gives assurance that
Taylor will not prove fickle.
3. Taylor's product ranks with the best in the standard of
talent and consecration to the fields given of preaching, missions,
education, reform, statecraft, the professions, and the high of-
fice of common citizenship.
4. There is an opposition to Biblical faith and good old home-
spun living that would press Taylor out of the college field, were
its friends to do less for it than what other classes of people are
doing for their kinds of colleges.
5. Other colleges can make an appeal to philanthropists to
whom all colleges look alike, or draw on the tax budget. The
fact that all colleges do not look alike to you should call you to
Taylor's colors.
6. There is a tendency for students who have unusual capac-
ity with plenty of money to go to "high-brow" colleges. Taylor
constantly falls heir to intellectual young people of limited means
but rich in character. .
7. The service Taylor University has rendered through three
generations to young people who might have missed their
chance, and the fact that the school is set to continue this work,
is enough to make a saint look down from glory with regrets,
if in his life he failed to take some part in building up the insti-
tution and perpetuating its usefulness.
|(-;--!-
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Telegraph orders cared for
Tdijlor Uniuersilij Qreenhouses
5. A. Atkinson, Mgr. Upland, Indiana











Safe Editorial Policy \
Successful Advertising
j
T. U. Echo Co. Upland, Indiana
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Qet More Udlue for Ijour
Building Dollars
YOUR own home! What joy to plan it— to
make the most of every foot of space— to
put into it all the convenience, beauty and
lifetime service your money will bu}-.
^ Right here we can be of use. Come in and
let ns help you check your ideas and estimates.
We know materials and costs of construction
of many different types. Our books of plans
will aid you.
^ When you want them, we'll be glad to sell
you dependable materials at moderate prices.
But talking things over with us costs 3'ou




Miller Lumber &. Mfg. Co.
Upland, Indidna





A Dollar Saved is a Dollar
Made. We save you dollars











Home of Taylor University
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Phone 382 Upland, Ind.
Lunsford &. Ballinger
Proprietors





This is a firm that has been in business
in Upland for twent3'-five commence-
ments. Established 1902. Down-town
headquarters for students.
Patronize them
Dr* F. L. Resler
PHYSICIAN AND
SURGEON
Office South of M. E. Church Phones: Office 1132
Upland, Indiana Res. 104
Phone 951-3
Office Over Bank Upland, Indiana








"Let Dan Feed U"
UPLAND, INDIANA
Stump Bros^









Complete Line of Accessories
Goodyear Tires—Polarine Oils
Road Calls promptlj- attended
Phone 172 Upland, Indiana
!i ! !
M
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To the Freshman:
HTHE smartest person is not
the one who is quickest to
see through a thing;
It's the one who is
quickest to see a thing through.
The Pioneer Drug Store
T. D. Lewis
Have You Heard About It?
Well, the particulars are in
THE COMMUNITY COURIER
Upland's Live Weekly' Newspaper
EACH WEEK IT GIVES YOU:
The community news, news from the surrounding neighborhood,
news from Taylor University, column talk by Arthur Brisbane, Dr.
Frank Crane, health articles, humorous features and pictures of world
happenings. You need it and you will learn about Upland better by
reading it weekly. $1.50 per year, or three years for S3.00.
Our Job Printing Department is equipped for all kinds of social
and commercial printing. Cards, invitations, announcements, programs,
and folder work in one of a dozen colors.
Prices Comhtcnt With Good Work. Give Us a Call.
A, D, Freese & Son
Publishers and Printers
Phone 1061 Upland, Indiana
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Qem Staff and Felloip Students
We thank you for your printing
Silent Eudngel Society
Phone 871 Upland, Indiana
Students
We greet you at the door
And always ask you back,
Our stock is clean and new
And styles are up to smack.
Dry Qoods, Queensirare and Shoes
The "Ldcei] Store
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
Q'he Picture Place
Mrs. J. E. Spalding
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY Street North of Heatine Plant
C. C. Chamberlain, President Henry L. Eriewine. Sec'y- Treas.
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Leadership
An acorn does't jump into an oak in one j'car.
Newspaper circulations of value do not come quickly.
Slow but sure progress has made
The Marion Chronicle
Grant County's Biggest and
Best Newspaper
Dr. W. H, Braunlin
71 1-718 Marion National Bank Building.
MARION, INDIANA
Treatment and Surgery of
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Blumenthal & Co.
"The Friendly Store"
The Store of Reliability and Courteous Service
Complete Apparel for
Men, Women and Children
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^ Jest'' Jests
Prof. Pogue (in Expression class) : "Come, Miss Atkinson. We must
have better work than this. Open your mouth wider and throw yourself into it."
U R A J
Dean Saucier: ''If you wanted to go, why didn't you come to me first."
"Walt" Bieri : "Because I wanted to go."
U R A J
There's only one thing a wife will admit she doesn't know, and that's why
she married her husband.
U R A J
Helen Ayres (over the 'phone): "Please send some one to chloroform
three cats that are outside my door. Pm afraid they'll freeze to death."
U R A J
Dr. Resler: "I had a great many more patients this time last year than I
have now. I wonder where they've all gone."
Airs. Resler: "We can only hope for the best, Francis."
U R A J
Harold Pailthorp : "Hey, Ted just fell out of a ten-story building."
Virgil Burns: "Did it kill him?"
Harold: "No. It didn't hurt him at all; he fell out of a window on first
floor."
U R A J
"Norm" Rose: "I say old top. do you ever play anything by request?"
"Al" Krause (delighted): Sure; anything."
"Norm": "Then I wonder if you'd be .so good as to play dominoes until I
finish mv lesson."
U R A J
Dean Saucier: "Air. AlcCampbell, why did David say he would rather be a
doorkeeper in the house of the Lord?"
McCani]il)ell : "So he could step outside while the sermon was being
preached."
U R A J
"Cop" : "You're pinched for speeding !"
Paul Alosser: "What's the big idea? Doesn't that sign say, 'Fine for
Speeding'?"
U R A J
"Ray" Pinch: "The man who says styles are shocking is always ready to
be a shock absorber."
•II V:
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Jcst^' Jests
Mr. Dare: "I should think you would be ashamed to beg in this neighbor-
hood."
Tramp : "Don't apologize for it, sir. I have seen worse."
URAJ
Howard Guy : ''Yes. I'm continually breaking into song."
Llewelyn Cramer: "Hm! If you'd once get the key you wouldn't have
to break in."
U R A J
Mrs. "'Dave'' Hasbrouck : 'T've got a lot of things I want to talk to you
about, dear.
"Dave" : "That's fine. You usually want to talk to me about a lot of things
you haven't got."
U R A J
Mrs. "Ed." Weber: "My husband is a fine rider. Doesn't he look as if he
had grown up with the horse?"
Friend : "Yes. You can't tell where the horse ends and where your hus-
band begins."
U R A J
Prof. Evans: ''Mr. Mollard, do you know where shingles were first used?"
Mollard : "I would rather not tell."
URAJ
IVIrs. Rosell Miller: "What would you suggest for our literary club to
read this month, dear?"
Rosell (emphatically) : "A good cook book."
U R A J
Before
There are meters of accent
And meters of tone;
But the best of all meters
Is to meet her alone.
After
There are letters of accent
And letters of tone;
But the best of all letters
Is to let her alone.—Selected.
< U R A J
Ruth ]\IcGilvra: "What beautiful flowers! \Miy. isn't there a little dew
on them yet?"'
Lester Trout ( Ijlushing furiously) : "Yes, Init I'll jiay it before long."
U R A J
Cramer (at Muncie orchestra concert) : 'T wonder if our wraps in ISA
will interfere with the orchestra?"
Clerk: "Not if the clothes aren't too loud!"













school and club jewelry for
Taylor University
All studentvS are cordially








Marion's Great Cleaning Plant
Specialists in high-class shirt and collar work.
Lace Cnrtains, Blankets and Family Washings.
Careful cleaning, pressing and repairing of all
Garments.
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Brussels, Axminster, Velvet, Oriental.
Rugs sized and dyed.
Phone 440 Marion A White Truck will call
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:^^_
J. C. Penny Co.
Dri] Qoods
Ladies' and Men's lUear
CASH AND NO SALES




Special attention given to Social
and Lodge orders
31 1 East Third Street Phone 850
Marion, Indiana








^^It^s the Cut of Your Clothes
That Counts^^
First impressions are most
lasting—make an investment
in good appearence— it pays
Price-Hutchins Co»
Marion's Store for Men
Royal Star Coffee
Distributed By
McMahan & Leih Co.
Anderson, Indiana Marion, Indiana
A QUALITY DRINK




Third and Adams Phone 2625 Marion, Indiana
I )
Dr. "M. C. Kennedij
Successor to Dr. Ralph Cottrell, Dr. F. K. Ferguson
and Dr. J. E. Johnson
Optomelric Eije Specialist
4151/2 S. Washington St. Marion, Indiana
1^
I
J. D. McKdi^, M. D.
Diseases and Surgery of
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Suit 413 Marion National Bank Marion, Ind.
Tires and Accessories
Crane Service





Phone 82 Upland, Indiana
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LS:
SouthdU &L Co.
Building Supplies of All Kinds
Beautiful Face Brick
8 1 7 So. McCiure St. Phone 287
Flaxlawn—Royal and Double Q






Paint and Wall Paper
L J. McAtee &l Compani^
312 South Boots St. Marion, Indiana
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Hldriorir^FT. IPdi^ne TTlolor Coach Co.
MARION, GAS CITY, UPLAND & HARTFORD CITY
6 001 3 50110 35] 7 00|Lv Marion Ar.| 9 251 125| 5 35| 8 50
6 20| 3 251 10 551 '' -0\ Gas City j 9 051 1 051 5 10| S 35
6 45| 3 501 11 20| ''451 Upland 1 S 401 12 401 4 451 S 10
7 10] 4 15] 11 45] S 10] Hartford City ] S 15] 12 15] 4 20] 7 45
MARION—HUNTINGTON—FORT WAYNE
S 00] 5 00] 1 00] 10 00] 7 001L\- Marion Ar.] 9 15] 12 15] 3 15] 6 151 10 15
9 051 6 05] 2 05] 11 051 S 05\ Huntington ] S 10| 11 10] 2 10] 5 101 9 lu
9 351 6 351 2 35] 11 35] 8 35] Roanoke ] 7 40] 10 40] 140] 4 40] S 40
10 15] 7 15] 3 151 12 151 9 151 Fort "W^ayne ] 7 001 10 00] 1 00] 4 00] S 00
MARION—GAS CITY
Week Days—Except Saturdays.
Lv. Marion 5:30 A.M. and every hour until 11:30 P.M.
Lv. Gas City 6:05 A.M. and every hour—11:05 P.M.—12:05 A.M.
SATURDAY ONI,Y SERVICE: Lv. Marion 5:30 A.M., 6:30. 7:30. 8:30. 9:30. 10:00.
10:30. 11:00. 12:00, 12:30 P.M. Every Half Hour—10:30. 11:30 P.M.
Lv. Gas City: 6:05 A.M.. 7:05, 8:05, 9:05. 10:05, 10:35. then every half hour until
11:05 P. M.—then 12:05 A.M.
B. R. PFLUG. Manager
When You Shop in Mcirioit—REMEMBER
Brin Brothers
Woiucn's and Mhscs' Wctiring Apparel
and Millinery
In the Whider Block North Side Squar
Hals
For The College Qirls
Sport, Street and beautiful Trimmed Hats l]ou IPill Find at
Rose St John's
122 W. Third Street Marion, Indiana
Two Doors East of Postoffice
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GET YOUR LUNCH AT
The Hamburger
214 East Fourth Street jMarion, Indiana I
SPECIALTY ON SANDWICHES & SHORT ORDERS I









Dr. J, H. French
Diseases and Surgery





Stein's Store for Men
The store that reaches the college student
Suits $22.50, 25.00, 27.50
South Side Square Hartford City, Ind,















is the greatest Buick ever built
Blackford Auto Co.
Main at Walnut
Phone 472 HARTFORD CITY, IND.
I!






The Citizens Sidle Bank
"The Bank Where Most Folks Bank"
Hartford City, Indiana
Resources $2,000,000.00.




We cordially invite students of Taylor University to visit us
v\rhile in Hartford City. Your patronage
will be appreciated-
IDindoip Qldss Sales Agency
i Automobile Glass and Polished Plate
I
Flat Drau?n IPindou? Qlass
i Lumber and Building Supplies
W
I i Hartford City, Indiana
Dr. Charles S. Clark
Dentist
Masonic Temple Building Phone 115
Directly over Post Office Hartford City, Ird.
li L(N







Men's and Boys' Clothing Orthophonic Victrolas
Furnishings Brunswick Phonographs
Shoes Pianos and Radios
"On the Square"
Hartford City, Indiana
Drugs, Medicines and Sodas, Fountain Pens
Toilet Articles Druggists' Sundries
Hartford City





We wish to express our appreciation to the
students and faculty, as well as the Gem Staff,
for their past patronage and hope that we will be
able to serve you in the future.
The Rockelt Studio
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rr'HE CONSTANT ENDEAVOR OF
OUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION IS
TO MAKE THE IMPRINT "HERALD
PUBLISHING COMPANY" MEAN
AS MUCH ON PRINTING AS
"STERLING" DOES ON SILVER.
Herald Publishing Company
Tr/nting - niinding - Sngraving
Anderson, Indiana
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YOUR ANNUAL
IS THE MATERIAL MANI-
FESTATION OF THE CLOS-
ING CHAPTER IN TOUR
GRADUATION LIFE
BotK tppe and pictures sKould te
artistically) arranged; 'Tne engra"0-
ings extraordinary; Service com-
pletely satisfactory?.
FORT WAYNE PERSONAL SERVICE
>?JiIl enaole 2?ou to achieA^e exactlj)
ese results, economically).
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Capital $300,000.00 Surplus $300,000.00
Resources Over Five and One Half Millions
OWEN N. HEATON, President WILL B. GUTELIUS, Secretary
Heaton and Heaton
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tOho's tOho at 'Gaylor University
Seniors
Alojado, AIaxuel E Antique, Philippines
Andrews, Mrs. BeatricK R Rochester, New York
Andrews, F. A Rochester, New York
Armstronc, Dagmar Duluth, Minnesota
BeanE, Harold L Binghamton, New York
Bonner, Marv Redkey, Indiana
BowiE, Marv Ella Chicago, Illinois
BoYER, Ethel L Circleville, Ohio
BrEnaman, Mary H Pleasant Hill, Ohio
Brown, Bessie F Harlan, Iowa
Brown, Garry Upland. Indiana
BuCHAXAX, Elma Delaware. Ohio
Chamberlain, Hazei Spencer, Iowa
Clench, C. David Ninette, Manitoba, Canada
CoGHLAN, Margaret E East Lansing, Michigan
Davison, Mrs. Edith Matthews, Indiana
Diaz, Leonardo J Callao, Peru, South America
Draper, Ruth Upland, Indiana
Duryea, Evelyn J Huntington, Long Island, New York
EiCHER, Albert C Nyack, New York
Hessenauer, JMerrETTE E Calicoon, New York
Hunt, Ralph Willow Street, Pennsylvania
Jones, Maurice L Spencer, Iowa
KlETZing. Neva L Chicago, Illinois
Lewis, Hazel C Ithaca, Michigan
MossER, Lynn S Perkasie, Pennsylvania
NiEsley, Anna M Mackeyville, Pennsylvania
Ockenga, Harold J Chicago, Illinois
Olson, Grace Cleveland, Ohio
Osborn, Marjorie Fort Wayne, Indiana
Phillips, Bertha B Upland, Indiana
Purdy, Travis ' Vandalia, Michigan
Rahe, Cora L L'i)land, Indiana
Rose, Norman L Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Rupp, Ada E Archbold', Ohio
Rupp, Orlo Archbold, Ohio
Shilling, John H L'pland, Indiana
Shoemaker, HarriEtte Upland, Indiana
SiLZLE, Alma Venus, Pennsylvania
Skinner, H. Morse ^luskegon, Alichigan
Snell, Clair J Bradley, [Michigan
SpEicher, Olive Upland, Indiana
TabER, Marcius E Grand Rapids, Michigan
Underhill, L. Claire Detroit, Michigan
Wing, Donald H L'pland, Indiana
York, Leon F Stony Brook, New York
York, Rachel A East Islip, Long Island, New York
1! !
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Juniors
Abrams, Fexton N ]\Iount Hope, Wisconsin
Allen, Earl E Wittenberg, Wisconsin
Atkinson, Dorothy Chicago, Illinois
Ball, Sophia E Theresa, New York
BeebE, Mary Elizabeth Dayton, Ohio
Blank, Esther Akron, Ohio
BoGuE. Frances Elizabeth, Pennsylvania
BrEland, Ruby Crystal Springs, Mississippi
Brown, Helen L Cassopolis, Michigan
Burns, Helen Mae Anderson, Indiana
Davison, Ralph E Matthews, Indiana
Dixon, Geneva Grand Ledge, Michigan
Draper, A\'eslEy Upland, Indiana
Eaton, Edward C Lansing, Michigan
EdiE, George L Arlington, Ohio
Flood, Ruth Greenville, Ohio
GlEason, Melvina Clearwater, Minnesota
Hamilton, Ernest W Mendon, Ohio
Hasbrouck, David Copland, Indiana
HawkES, William S Endicott, New York
Irish, DeanE W Baraboo, Wisconsin
Jackson, Gertrude; Spencer, Iowa
Jones, Wilma Johnson, Kansas
Lewis, Donald R Marion, Indiana
Macy, Lela Union City, Indiana
Masa, Jorge O Antique, Philippines
Miller, Rosell S Vermont, Illinois
Osmun, Anna Asbury, New Jersey
PuRCHis, Leona M Lansing, Michigan
Rathbun, Lee Lincoln, Kansas
RuNiON, Louis J Upland, Indiana
Shultz, Carlton Skaneateles, New York
Smith, Dorothy M Manton, Michigan
Spalding. Dorothy M LTpland, Indiana
Stetson, Elton Missoula, Montana
Summers, \'irginia E Lansing, Michigan
Taylor, Ora Mansfield, Illinois
Thomas, Frances Chicago, Illinois
TiPPETT, Stanley Homer, Ohio
Trout, Lester J Bellefontaine, Ohio
Ward, Mrs. Catherine B LTpland, Indiana
Weber. Edgar A :Mt. \'ernon. New York
Weber, Mrs. Edith Mt. Vernon, New York
WiDEMAN, Charles E Upland, Indiana
Wilcox, J. Harrison Lansing, Michigan
Sophomores
Abrams, William J Mt. Hope, W' isconsin
Arny, Irene E Coloma, Michigan
Atkinson, Esther Mary Upland, Indiana
Baldwin, Morris J New Bethlehem, Penn.sylvania
BiERi, Walter Spring City, Pennsylvania
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Borden, HarlEy L ' Warsaw, Ohio
BOYLL, Lawrence R Terre Haute, Indiana
Buckley, Frank G Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Burns, Nelson Tiltonville, Ohio
Campbell, AlliEne East Liverpool, Ohio
Carman, Esther M Cleveland, Ohio
ChristensEn, a. N Upland, Lidiana
Clark, Robert B Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Clench, K. Frances Ninette, Manitoba, Canada
Clough, Lester Centerville, Michigan
Collins, Dorothy F Fremont, Indiana
Collins, Frances M Adams, New York
Cramer, Douglas University Park, Iowa
Deyo, Josephine St. Paul, Minnesota
Fields, Velma Portland, Indiana
Forsyth, Helen M Westboro, Wisconsin
Frank. Edward Winslow, Illinois
Glazier, Pauline Wabash, Indiana
GrilE, Noah E Upland, Indiana
Haan, Bessie D Muskegon, Michigan
HanEs, Donald E LTpland, Indiana
Harris, Pauline B Moweaqua, Illinois
Hathaway, C. Theodore Springfield, Ohio
Hessenauer, Helen Callicoon, New York
Hinshaw, Idris Fountain City, Indiana
Hostetler. LoliTa Lagrange, Indiana
Irish, Ava M Baraboo, Wisconsin
Jensen, Dorothy Fishers, Indiana
Jewell, Paul D Walker, Minnesota
Kern, Ruth Allegan, Michigan
Krause, Albert L Ely, Minnes'ota
Leach, Ronald Whitesville, New York
Leisure, Mary Windfall, Indiana
Lewis, Frank S., Jr Quakertown, Pennsylvania
LiNDSEY, Martha E New Castle, Pennsylvania
Miller, LucilE Spava, Illinois
MuMBY, Clifford Leslie, Michigan
Ockenga, Myrtle Chicago, Illinois
Osborne, Althea Jane Westfield, Indiana
Owen, John Paul Upland, Indiana
Pailthorp, Harold Mount Morris, Michigan
Paul, Jefferson Center Point, Louisiana
Paul, Wilson B Lapland, Indiana
Pinch, Raymond Lansing, Michigan
Poland, Foster H Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
PoLLiTT, Bertha Lansing, Michigan
Rice, Raymond Lapland, Indiana
Rood, John Maple Rapids, ^Michigan
Rose, Edwin Kent Alpha, Illinois
Ross, Evelyn J Portland, Indiana
RuNiON, Howard L Spencer, Iowa
Shilliday, Everett P Roscoe, Ohio
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Sliter, Mildred R Kalamazoo, Michigan
Franklin, Jesse Upland, Indiana
FrEESe, HuGHiE Upland, Indiana
Fuller, Elsie Tiffin, Ohio
Gorrell, Robert Woodburn, Indiana
Gray, Mabel Tarpon Springs, Florida
Greer, Theodore W'illard, Ohio
Grove, Samuel Bradford, Pennsylvania
Guy, Howard Ellwood City, Pennsylvania
Hall, Nellie Cleveland, Ohio
Hazelton, Louise Hayward, Wisconsin
HoBSON, Dorothy Mount Morris, Michigan
Hoover, Kenneth Waterloo, Iowa
Horbury, Melva Upland, Indiana
IngErson, Ona Westfield, New York
Jackson, J. Ross Galveston, Indiana
Jett, Florence Platteville. Wisconsin
Jones, Dorothy Newcomerstown, Ohio
Koch, Irene Tamaqua. Pennsylvania
Kuhn, HildrEd Upland, Indiana
Kundert, Harold Baraboo, Wisconsin
Lan, Alice Shanghai, China
Landon, Evelyn \\^indfall, Indiana
Lewis, Fern Mantua, Ohio
Lewis, Mabel New Castle, Pennsylvania
Logan, Gaylord Francesville, Indiana
Lucas. Mildred Sadie Orland, Indiana
Marti NDALE, Tracy Columbus, Ohio
Maynard, K. Edward Upland, Indiana
McAllister, Virgil Greensburg, Indiana
McCampbell, Clayton Argentine, Kansas
MeEks, Alice Parker, Indiana
Metcalf, Russell \'estaburg, Pennsylvania
Meyer, William Babylon, Long Island, New York
MoHNKERN, Lloyd Oil City, Pennsylvania
MossEr, Paul Perkasie, Pennsylvania
Mutchler, Hazel Allegan, Michigan
Nagosky, Evelyn JetTerson, Ohio
Oberholtzer, Grant Sparta, Wisconsin
Owen, Wendell Upland, Indiana
Palacio, Miguel ]\Iarjoquez, Porto Rico
Patrick, Beatrice Amsterdam, Ohio
Pierce, Lelah Portland, Indiana
Pierce, Mrs. Fay Upland, Indiana
Piper, MaBelle Seattle, \\'ashington
Poorman, Katherine Upland, Indiana
Reynolds, Lucile Farmland, Indiana
Rose, Mary Ella Alpha, Illinois
Rowland, A^irgil Shepherd, Michigan
SchoellES, Leone Sanborn, New York
Severn, Beth Lakewood, (r)hio
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^ SprEEN, Ida ]MariE '. Sidney, Ohio
Stewart, Anna M Decatur, Georgia
Tappin, Willis D Mooers. New York
Taylor, Harriet Westerville, Ohio
Taylor, Harrison Upland, Indiana
^ Termin, Stella Colchester, Illinois
Tower, Katherine Chicago, Illinois
Uhlinger, James Warren, Ohio
Whitaker, Paul K Lansdale, Pennsylvania ^
White, Ivan C Hartford, Michigan
Wideman, Gertrude Pine River, Minnesota
\\'illiams. Garnet Hartford City, Indiana
York, Lena O Stony Brook, New York
York, Wayne H East Islip, Long Island, New York
Young, Robert Akron, Ohio
Young, Ruth Aitkin, Minnesota
t^ Zellar, Hilda 'SI Theresa, New York
Freshmen
AldEn, Mildred Lansing, Michigan
Anderson, Edward \\'aterloo, Iowa
Anderson, Jov Prairie City, Illinois II i
Bachtell, La\'ern Waterloo, Iowa
Bates, Robert Shepherd, Michigan
BoMERSHEiM, George Grand Ledge, Michigan
Briggs, Grace Upland, Indiana
Brokaw, Luther Upland, Indiana
Brumeield, Esley Winchester, Indiana
I Buchanan, Elsa Delaware, Ohio




Burns, Stewart Sunfield, Michigan
f : i
;
Burns, Virgil ....-; \\'akarusa, Indiana
I ^ Cannon, \'irginia Akron, Ohio
I .
.i Castro, AnhEl Chi(|uimula, Guatemala, Central America ••; I




Chatterson, Dorothy Glenwood City, Wisconsin
I'
';';1
1 Chubb, Kenneth Muskegon Heights, Michigan
-
,!"
j Clench, Lionel Ninette, Alanitoba, Canada
j-'i
i
\' Collins, Pauline \\'illiamsburg, Indiana
j 1 Compton, Neil Williamsburg, Indiana
.|t,
I




Cox, Kitty I Rice Lake, \\'isconsin
:J>J ! CuLP. Estol Grand Ledge, Michigan
CuLP, EvERETTE Grand Ledge, Michigan
CuRRiE, Robert ^^'indfall, Indiana
Denison, Eva M \\'estfield. New York
Dodge, Ralph Terril, Iowa
I ||j'
j
Eller, Wayne Shideler, Indiana
Finch, Gomer Rockland, Wisconsin
Forsyth, Frances Westboro, Wisconsin
Fox, Kenneth Platteville, Wisconsin
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Shaw, Ruby Sidney, Ohio
SiGRisT, Pauline Fort Wayne, Indiana
Smith, Edythe Akron, Ohio
Snooks, Frank Richmond, Michigan
SoMERS, Ivan Dickens, Iowa
(^ StellE, Asbury Cambridge City, Indiana
(/ Stevens, Lois Upland, Indiana
Tripp, Leonard Westfield, New York




--LiRCH, Mildred Ripley, New York
\\"eschE, Gerald Ashland, Wisconsin
Willis,, Thelma Lansing, Michigan
• Worth, Knight , Spiceland, Indiana
Special Students
Atkinson, Thelma L'pland, Indiana
Ayres, Mrs. G. H Upland, Indiana
Bailey, \'iolet Fern W'ebster, Wisconsin
'^ Bell, Emma L Dravosburg, Pennsylvania
"_ BovNTON, John S Freeport, New York
Davis, Ora L Warren, Indiana
1^' Douglas, Mrs. Marie L'pland, Indiana
V-Draper, Esther E Upland, Indiana
l^DuRYEA, Mrs. John A Huntington, Long Island, New York
1^ Edwards, Jessie E Claypool, Indiana
'- Fleck, Mabel K Enfield, Illinois
^- Fra'ziER, Juanita L'pland, Indiana
Fruth, Harvey L'pland, Indiana
Fuller, Elmer Lansing, Michigan
Groff, Elizabeth JeanEtte La Fontaine, Indiana
Guy, Ruth Elhvood City, Pennsylvania
Habgood, Albert E Upland, Indiana
A' Hawkes, Doris E Endicott, New York
!^' Hazelton, Ruth M Hayward, Wisconsin
Hild, Maurice Owensboro, Kentucky
House, Jesse H L'pland, Indiana
Huff, Hayden Eagle, Michigan
Jones, L. H Upland, Indians
Landon, Juanita Kokomo, Indiana
Landrey, Everette F Dvmkirk, Indiana
MaurER, Mary Roann, Indiana
\^ McCain, Roxy Albion, Pennsylvania
M^cGiLVRA, Ruth Baraboo, Wisconsin
Miller, Mrs. Edith Norwalk, Ohio
^ Sanborn, Gladys Upland, Indiana
t^coTT, Lillian E Grand Rapids. Michigan
1^- Shoemaker, Emily C Upland, Indiana
Shoemaker, \\'aldo L L'pland, Indiana












{SECOND TUNE.) Mary Bonner, "27.
1. Four-square to ev - 'ry wind that blows, My Al - ma Ma - ter stands; Her
2. The rain-bow clothes her maple bow'rs, When au-tumn class -es meet; Her
3 A bea- con light a-mong her peers, In mod - es - ty se-rene; Old
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line with peace and bless-ing toLS To men in dis - tant lands. And
camp - us drinks the sum-mer shoft'rs. And wears the win - ter sleet. In
Tay - lor speaks thru changing years For stand-ards high and clean. And
nut life's swift- ly flow-ing streams Bear me from Tay-lor's tow'rs. Her
h . -o- -a- - .f-€-
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out to earth's re-mot - est bound Her children make her name re-nowned. And
spring when frifniisliip. fond-er grow. Her orchard trees are white as snow. In
hold- ing not the truth in strife, Ex - aits the spir - it and the life. And
hap - py fields, her friendly halls. And standards taught within her walls. Her
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out to earth's re - mot -est bound. Her chil-dren make her name re-nowned.
spring when friendships fond - er grow. Her or-chard trees are white as snow,
hold -ing not the truth in strife. Ex- alts the spir - it and the life,
hap - py fields, her friend-ly halls. And standards taught within her walls.
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TAYLOR SONG,
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1. Up beyond the vil- lage Ijor - der, Pointing in the air,
2. From the north and sruth,lierstudents,East and westjare there,









Stand her tow - ere seen far dis-tant When the daj' is lair.
All the na-tions ope' her port-als, And her bless- ings share.
Men shall hear the name of Tay- lor, .\nd her pur - pose grand.
-•- -#- -#- -t- mi
5=1=N:
-^ i^b
s -S—r# i 1
<f 1&. n^
Chorus.
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Glad-ly ourvoic-es ech-o her praises, Tavlor the .school we love,
I I I
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"Kampus ^Kaleidoscope
September 21—Students return. Rules not in force yet.
22—A few Freshmen tell the Registrar to let them in.
2-1—Joint literary society program. Classes meet.
25—Faculty- Student Reception. A good meeting.
26—The first "Jello" of the season.
27—Rain. Homesick germs spread. Some decide to stay.
28—Matriculation service. Dr. Paul presents new members of the
faculty.
October 1—Holiness League adjourns to Chapel. First "Thalo" program.
2—"Blue and White" everywhere. "Philo" Day.
+—The "Parting of the Weighs." "Thalo"-"Philo" rush.
6—Dr. S. H. Turbeville begins fall revival.
9—"Daddy" Russell back to "shoot" people for the Gem.
Mnankas and Eurekas give receptions to new students.
11—Dr. Turbeville tells of the "long-eared commodities from Iowa."
13
—"Orange and Black" in the dining hall. "Yea! Thalos."
1-1
—
"Eulogs" give dinner party.
15—Sophomores have picnic.
16—Indian Maidens' reception. New girls attracted by Soange-
taha moon.
19—Canes, monocles, keys, straw hats, and green caps appear.
Freshmen look natural.
22—"Thalo" i)rogram. New affinities are evident.
23—Public Expression recital.
27—Gem Mining Corporation makes drive in chapel.
29—Education classes visit Hartfod City school.
30—"Thalo" excursion. "Philos" don't play "Duck."
November -I—Girls' meeting in parlor. New girls initiated.
6—"Philo" hay ride out to Pedes'.
9—French toast for breakfast (look for pancakes tomorrow).
12—New "Philos" give Armistice program.
15
—"Chunk" Wing announces the loss of his cane.
16—"The Toys" appear on the Lyceum course.
19—Girls' fire drill at 11 :30 P.M. Some girls forget their powder.
21—Rev. Lucy T. Ayres from Florida speaks in chapel.
22—T. L'. Orchestra gives concert.
24—Open parlor for those who stay for Thanksgiving.
25—New Yorkers have charge of praise service.
27—Mnanka-Soangetaha inter-club debate.
December 1—Alice Singer, harpist, gives concert. Full house.
3—"Philo" program. Parlor has more attraction.
4—Slippery walks. Some slide ; others sit down.
9—Miss Stanley returns. Seems like old times.






December 10—Taxlor girls debate Wittenberg.
13—Final exams. Some succumb; others survive.
ll_-Thalo'"-"Pbilo" basketball game. Rah! Rah! Team!
14—INIany go home. Skating party in evening.
IS—Christmas vacation. Campus deserted.
28—Students returning laden with "St. Nick Nacks."
29—Registration. Freshmen less green than in fall.
31—Watch night service in Society Hall.
January 2—Revival begins down town.
4—Winter term matriculation service. Bishop Berry here.
10—"Curtain Lecture" by Thomas D. Curtin.
14—Snowing. Everyone walks "the and narrow path."
until "Bert" gets ready to shovel.
19—IMuncie-Taylor debate.
20—Prof. MacGarr tells her pupils to study Noah—Webster.
26—Eureka-Eulogonian inter-clul) debate.
27—"Basketbawl" game. Fumbles on the floor. Grumbles in the
balcony.
31—Etiquette contest. Miss Edwards eats crackerless soup.
February -I—DePauw debates Taylor men.
5—Blue books circulated.
6—Wheaton women have forensic battle here.
12—Mnankas entertain other clubs. "Quilting in 1865."
13—Mrs. Duryea gives A'alentine party. Boys are bashful.
15—Edmund Vance Cook gives "The Laughter of Living."
22—Chapel meets at 1 1 :30 to hear President Coolidge.
26—Snow. Seniors get out sleds, but find no hills.
March 1—Ada Rupp gives voice recital.
4—Taylor men debate Terre Haute.
5—"Philo" girls win the laurels in basketball.
9—Phidelah Rice reads "David Garrick."
10—Male "wranglers" meet Huntington.
11
—
"In spring when friendships fonder grow." Ralph Hunt would
like to verify this statement if given half a chance. He
thinks of taking up domestic service.
18—"Profs" present "finals" to their classes.
22—Mosser, Wing, and Shilling "do their stuff" by winning a non-
decision debate from Asbury.
23—Spring term registration. Things rather quiet.
25—Taylor men debaters take Wabash into camp.
26—Juniors present Ugo Nakada, the talented Japanese.
April 1—Freshmen celebrate their birthday.
2—Spring house cleaning. Damsels have open house.
6—Dr. Evans illustrates "Virgil."









—"Thalos" present George Edie in Junior recital.
9—Soangetaha-AInanka inter-club debate.
11—Special chapel message for Passion Week. Prof. Howard
leads. Seniors sit together at meals.
12—Prof. Pogue has charge of chapel. Eureka Orchestra and
Glee Club give concert.
13—Prof. Davies brings chapel message.
1-1—Dr. \\'ray conducts chapel service. Miss Southard conducts
inspirational prayer service.
15—Good Friday. Dr. Ayres speaks in chapel. Oratorio in the
afternoon. "Philo" sacred program in the evening.
16—"Eulog"-"Eureka" inter-club debate.
17—Sophomores have charge of Easter commemoration.
22 and 23—Seniors feature "The Taming of the Shrew."
23—First baseball game of the season.
25—Rev. Joseph Smith begins "School of the Prophets."
May 2—Bishop Taylor Oratorical Contest.
7—Eurekas hold their annual banquet.
10—Juniors have charge of "Class Night."
1 1—Seniors appear in caps and gowns.
1-1—Annual Eulogonian feast.
21—Mnanka dinner cements ties of friendship.
28—Track meet. Soangetaha "annual",—end of a perfect day.
31—L. H. Jones gives graduation recital in Expression.
June 3
—"Thalos" give special program.
-I—Junior-Senior Reception.
6—Aliss Phillips presents graduation recital.
7—Dr. \\'illiam Huff, 'Sir. T. 'SI. Anderson, and ]\lr. and Mrs.
John Thomas are here to start the Convention.
8—The tennis courts are in demand for "love" games.
9—Inspirational services are well attended.
10—Seniors are entertaining and being entertained. Many public
programs keep everyone busy.
12—Baccalaureate Sunday. A big day for the Seniors and their
friends and relatives.
13—Literary societies present contestants.
1-1—Everyone is commencing to pack. Seniors are ordering boxes
of large dimensions in which to send their possessions home.
15—Commencement at 10:30 A.M. Dr. Henry Clay Morrison is
the orator. The Seniors get their "sheepskins" for which
they have labored four (or more) years. Many "good-byes"
and a few stray tears.
16—Always a few left over. The last ones leave, looking forward
to September when they will return again.
! 1
Page One Hundred Seventy
Personal Paragraphs
What would be the intrinsic worth
Of the vast domains of earth.
Of wealth so madly sought,
With the treasures bought,
If this truth we never learn.
As each page of life we turn:
Aspiration's noblest end
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Personal Paragraphs
Friendship's a glad little village.
Lying in green, valleyed jade.
Where the people are happy and smiling
And fortunes in friendship are made.
Yearly and daily my village
Is having a building boom,
And I'd like to gather its millions.
For surely there's plenty of room.
—Barton Rees Pogue
r;iv I




You've a manner all so mellow.
My old friend,
That it cheers and warms a fellow.
My old friend.
Just to meet and greet you, and
Feel the pressure of a hand
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Personal Paragraphs
Then let us pray that come it may,—
And come it will for a' that,—
That Sense and Worth, o'er a' the earth.
May bear the gree, and a' that.
For a' that, and a' that,
It's coming yet, for a' that,—
That Man to Man, the warld o'er.
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Personal Paragraphs
Beside that mile-stone where the level sun,
Night unto setting, sheds his last, low rays
On word and work irrevocably done.
Life's blending threads of good and ill outspun,
I hear, oh friends! your words of cheer and praise.
Half doubtful if myself or otherwise.
Like him who, in the old Arabian joke,
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Herald Pl-blishing Compant
Anderson, Indiana




